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ABSTRACT 
 

The specific flight mechanisms of insects like hovering and maneuverability along with 

their tiny size nature grasp the attention of many researchers across the globe to utilize the 

phenomena for the development of biomimetic flapping wing air vehicles which can be used 

in the wide areas like hazardous environment exploration, rescue, agriculture, pipeline 

inspection, and earthquake or tsunami disaster management, etc where human access is 

difficult. Consequently, many researchers have developed flapping wing air vehicles 

ranging from macro scale to the nanoscale (the largest dimension should be less than or 

equal to 10 cm) i.e., flapping-wing nano air vehicles (FWNAVs). The research on insect-

inspired FWNAVs indicates that FWNAVs generally consist of micro transmission for 

getting desired flapping motion, a pair of micro wings, an actuator for the power source, and 

a supporting frame to support the overall structure. Recently, FWNAVs up to a size of 30 

mm have been developed based on the insect’s size. However, the evolution of insects 

indicates that the size of ultimate small insects is about 1 mm. The further miniaturization 

of current FWNAVs is difficult because of the large assembly of components and 

complicated mechanical transmission mechanism.  

Though, there are mainly two difficulties to successfully developing FWNAVs at the 

scale of mm-size. The first is the manufacturing difficulty because of the very small structure 

to realize the wing’s complicated motions. The second is the design difficulty because of 

multisystem and involvement of coupled Multiphysics like fluid-structure interaction (FSI) 

design. Along with these difficulties other difficulty includes enough lift to drag ratio for 

hover and thrust for forwarding flight motion due to fluid mechanics at low Reynolds no 

(Re < 3000).  

These difficulties can be overcome by developing FWNAVs based on a design window 

search methodology where a design solution can be obtained for the design problem 

satisfying all the design requirements. Further fabricating the FWNAVs using advanced 

engineering technologies such as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technologies 

which seem to be suitable for mm-size prototypes.  

Computational analysis and design can be utilized for finding the design window search 

for FWNAVs. The finite element method (FEM) has been the standard choice as a numerical 
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tool for performing the simulation of Multisystem, because of its capabilities to analyze the 

geometries of complex shapes, detailed analysis of coupled effect, boundary, and initial 

conditions.  

The purpose of this study is to develop 10 mm insect-inspired FWNAV using a 2.5-

dimensional structure novel approach, iterative design window search methodology, and 

polymer micromachining. The proposed FWNAV consists of a micro transmission with a 

support frame, a micro wing, and a piezoelectric bimorph actuator. The novelty of this 

research includes, (1) the novel transmission mechanism using two parallel elastic hinges 

based on geometrically nonlinear bending deformation that produces a large rotational 

displacement from a small translational displacement, (2) the complete 2.5-D structure 

which can be fabricated using the polymer micromachining technique without any post-

assembly (3) the novel design approach or iterative design window (DW) search method 

using the advanced computational analysis and design. The advantage of the proposed 

FWNAV over other FWNAVs includes the lowest energy loss due to no post assembly 

(friction loss is less), reducing total weight, ease in miniaturization, and enough performance 

without resonance mechanism. In order to develop the proposed FWNAV, firstly I have 

designed micro transmissions with a support frame and micro wing and later I have designed 

FWNAV which has been further miniaturized to design 10mm FWNAV using the iterative 

DW search method. I have also estimated fatigue life arising due to random cyclic stress, 

which is mostly ignored by the researchers. Computational flight performance of the 

proposed FWNAV has been evaluated using Multiphysics coupled analysis i.e., fluid-

structure interaction analysis where governing equilibrium equation of motion of micro wing 

and surrounding airflow has been directly solved by finite element methods. The 

computational flight performance indicates that mean lift force is comparable to the weight 

of FWNAV which provides that the proposed FWNAV can lift off. The polymer 

micromachining has been demonstrated by fabricating the transmission which is a key and 

central component of FWNAV which indicates the feasibility of polymer micromachining 

for the development of 10 mm FWNAV. Thus, 10 mm flyable FWNAV can be developed 

which has enough fatigue life.  
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Motivation 

Bird’s and insect’s flights have attracted the attention of many scientists and 
researchers across the globe to utilize the phenomena of flying mechanisms for 
developing engineering alternatives to nature’s solutions. Consequently, fixed-
wing flight systems have been developed which have the advantages like carrying 
higher payloads and having a longer endurance but these flights required large 
space for their take-off and landing. As a result, rotary-wing flight systems have 
been developed which are useful for wide space applications only. Hence, the 
researcher has tried further to reduce its size from macro to micro scale for 
confined space applications where human access is impossible [1].  

In 1997, the United States Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) announced its ‘Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) program which defined a 
MAV as an unmanned aerial vehicle with the largest linear dimension of 15 cm 
and should have good flight performance including flight range of 10 km, peak 
velocities over 13 m/sec and minimum endurance time 20 minutes [2]. Therefore, 
various fixed-wing and rotary-wing type MAVs [2–7] have been developed like 
the Black widow MAV [2] a prototype of a fixed-wing type MAV has been 
developed by AeroVironment Inc. while Micro coaxial Rotorcraft (MICOR) [7] 
a prototype of a rotary-wing type MAV, has been developed by Alfred Gessow 
Rotorcraft Centre (University of Maryland). Since, fixed-wing type MAVs can’t 
hover and have poor collision avoidance characteristics so they can be used for 
outdoor surveillance, such as monitoring streets [8]. While rotary-wing type 
MAVs can hover but they can’t maneuverer and have poor collision properties 
with walls so they have the limited indoor application [8].  

The research on flapping-wing type air vehicles became necessary and 
important for confined space applications like hazardous environment 
exploration where maneuverability and hovering characteristics of flight systems 
are essential [9]. So, flapping-wing air vehicles have been developed ranging 
from macro to micro scale [10–18]. There are two main types of flapping wing 
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air vehicles [9]: the first is a bird-like air vehicle or the ‘Ornithopter’ e.g. DelFly, 
a prototype developed by the Delft University of Technology [19], and the second 
is insect-like air vehicles or the ‘Entomopters’ such as RoboBee, a prototype 
developed by Wood Group (Harvard University) [20]. Entomopters have good 
maneuverability and better hovering efficiency than ornithopters because insects 
can perform vertical take-offs and hover more easily than birds [21].  

Insects have specific characteristic motions including feathering, flapping, and 
wingtip path for hovering and maneuvering. The flapping and feathering of insect 
motion are shown in Fig. 1.1 [22]. In this figure, the oscillatory motion of wings 
especially the leading-edge along the out of plane direction demonstrates the 
flapping motion whereas the relative motion of the wing membrane with respect 
to the leading-edge demonstrates the feathering motion.  

In order to increase 30% endurance and 20% more payloads than the current 
MAVs [23], DARPA pushed the limits of unmanned aerial vehicles by 
announcing the ‘Nano-Air Vehicle’ program in 2005, which had the requirements 
of 10 g or fewer vehicles with 10 cm maximum dimension, able to fly 1 km or 
more. Consequently, many researchers and scientists have developed flapping-
wing nano air vehicles across the globe for applications like rescue, earthquake, 
or tsunami disaster management [24–29]. Thus, research on flapping-wing nano 
air vehicles (FWNAVs) is important because of their advantages over other types 
in miniaturizing air vehicles [21]. The research on insect flight mechanics 
indicates that the FWNAVs with a wingspan of less than 15 cm will produce better 
flight performance [29, 30].  

Fig. 1.2 shows the scale of all familiar flying objects in which the weight of the 
flying object is plotted against its wingspan, adapted from Ref. [31]. From this 
figure, it is clear that heavier flying vehicles or creatures have wider wingspans 
so that they can generate more lift to offset their mass. Large flying objects like 
an airplane and helicopters usually weigh several tons or more due to the need for 
a high payload. Conversely, smaller vehicles such as MAVs and NAVs are 
commonly used for data collection, so the payload is not a key criterion. The 
lower bounds of weight and wingspan of NAVs are nowadays limited by 
technology and the evolution of insects [32]. Similarly, the Reynolds number and 
the mass of flying objects have a strong relationship [33] as shown in Fig. 1.3, 
adapted from Ref. [33]. From this figure, it is observed that the Reynolds number 
is continuously decreased from the larger flying objects to the MAVs and NAVs 
and the unsteady aerodynamic mechanism increases as the mass of the flying 
object decreases [33].  

By understanding flapping flight at the low Reynolds number region, it was 
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found that lift producing mechanisms are intrinsically unsteady and vortex-
dominated, some of the unsteady mechanisms are clap-and-fling [34–38], 
leading-edge vortex (LEV) [39–42], rotational lift [39, 43], wake capture [39, 44], 
wing-wing interactions, and body-wing interactions [45].  
 

 

 
Figure 1.2:  MAVs and NAVs design range compared to other flying objects, 

adapted from Ref. [31] 
 

 
Figure 1.1:  Schematic view of insect’s flight mechanism and its 

characteristic motions 
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Figure 1.3:  Relationship between Reynolds number and mass of the flying 

objects, adapted from Ref. [33] 
 

Due to these characteristics and advantages of the insect-inspired flapping air 
vehicles, I have focused my attention on the research about biomimetic FWNAVs. 
Though, designing and developing FWNAVs is difficult because of two important 
aspects; first is the design aspect due to multisystem and Multiphysics coupled 
analysis like electro aeromechanical design [46, 47], and the second is the 
fabrication difficulty because of a very small structure to realize the wing’s 
complicated motion and assembly of the components. The other problem includes 
fluid mechanics at a low Reynolds number (Re < 1000) [9] to produce enough lift 
force to support the weight of FWNAV.  

These challenges can be overcome by utilizing the computational biomimetic 
concept [46, 48, 49] for the design of FWNAV which includes Multiphysics and 
multisystem strong coupled analysis (Fluid-structure-electric-circuit interaction 
analysis) and fabrication of FWNAVs using micro-electro-mechanical system 
(MEMS) technology i.e., standard microfabrication techniques including etching, 
photolithography, deposition, and curing [50–54]. The existence of computational 
methods and fabrication technology with the emergence of fast-growing 
technology shows the evidence that the development of FWNAVs is possible 
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which further motivates me to focus my attention on this topic.  
Fig. 1.4 shows the concept of FWNAVs surrounded by fluid media which will 

be fabricated using MEMS technology [55, 56], hence it can be called a MEMS 
flyer too. Fig. 1.4 indicates that FWNAVs will consist of a transmission 
mechanism for producing desired flapping motion, a pair of micro wings, an 
actuation mechanism for working as a power source, and a support structure [55, 
56] for providing the strength to the overall structure.  

In order to develop FWNAV, the other objective that motivated me for this 
research includes the study of fluid mechanics of flapping flight [46, 57–61], 
understanding of computation methods, and software technology used for the 
design of the structures [9, 46, 48, 56, 62–65], insight about the microfabrication 
technique [50, 54], experience in experimental studies, and the last design 
window search methodology because of Multiphysics and multisystem coupled 
analysis [63, 66]. These studies, experience, and understanding can be utilized to 
design and develop other engineering devices. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.4:  MEMS Flyer  
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1.2 Model Insect 

In order to design and develop insect-inspired FWNAVs, the selection of model 
insects is very important because of their actual realization and replication. The 
design of FWNAVs depends upon the model insect's aerodynamic mechanism, 
which depends upon the morphological and kinematics parameters of the insect 
[67]. Depending upon the shape, size, and flight mechanism, insects are divided 
into different orders like Dipterans, Hymenopterans, Neuropterans, Odonatans, 
etc [68]. However, dipteran insects such as Eristalis tenax (drone fly), Episyrphus 
balteatus (hoverfly), Tipula obsolete (crane fly), and Drosophila Melongster 
(fruit fly) are especially proficient at hovering [69] and maneuvering [70]. The 
morphological and kinematic parameters of these dipteran insects are discussed 
here because the kinematics and flight mechanism [71] of each insect are different 
from one another and one of them is used in this thesis for the design of FWNAV. 
They are discussed as follows: 

a. Eristalis Tenax: A drone fly usually hovers in the horizontal stroke plane 
(stroke plane inclined at about 13° from the horizontal plane) and the insect 
can maneuver sharply [70]. The lift coefficient of this insect is about 2.2-2.6 
because the feathering angle is about 40°-55° [70]. The actual image of this 
insect and its wing morphology can be seen in Refs. [72, 73, and 74]. 
Understanding of wing morphology and body is needed for the approximate 
replication during the design of the FWNAV. Based on the detailed literature 
survey of the Refs. [69, 70, 73–75], the morphological and kinematic 
parameters of this insect are given in Table 1.1, which is required for the 
design of FWNAVs, especially in order to design the size of the micro wing 
and keep the mass of FWNAV equivalent to model insects. 

 

Table 1.1:  Kinematic and morphological parameters of the drone fly [70] 

Span length  
(Lw)  

(mm) 

Mass 
(mg) 

Aspect 
ratio 
(ra)  

Dimensionless 
radius of second-
moment area (r2) 

Stroke 
angle (º) 

(Ф) 

Flapping 
frequency (f) 

(Hz)  

10.8–11.5 95.0–
103.6 

6.87–
7.30 

0.53–0.54 86–107 169–183 
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b. Episyrphus balteatus: Hoverfly can hover in the horizontal as well as inclined 
stroke planes [69, 73] and they have high and rapid maneuverability [69]. The 
actual shape or body of the hoverfly can be seen in Ref. [76] while the wing 
morphology of the hoverfly can be checked from Ref. [77]. It is observed that 
the wing of the hoverfly has two distinct wing areas: the upper part is stiff and 
the lower part is flexible [73] and this morphology gives the flip motion to the 
wing [78]. The need of understanding the shape of insects and wing 
morphology are important in a similar way as discussed above. As per the 
literature survey of the Refs. [69, 73, 75, 77], the morphological and kinematic 
parameter of the hoverfly is given in Table 1.2.  

c. Tipula obsoleta: The crane fly possesses a larger aspect ratio and lower 
Reynolds number [69, 79] compared to other dipteran insects. The lateral 
disturbance motion of a model crane fly in hover consists of three natural 
modes, and the flight in lateral dynamics is nearly neutral, which is different 
from most other insects. In order to see the actual shape of the crane fly and 
its wing morphology, one can go through Ref. [80]. A detailed literature survey 
[69, 75, 78, 81], provides the morphological and kinematic parameters of the 
crane fly which is tabulated in Table 1.3.  

 

Table 1.2:  Kinematic and morphological parameters of the hoverfly [69, 73, 
75, 77] 

Span length  
(Lw)  

(mm) 

Mass 
(mg) 

Aspect 
ratio 
(ra)  

Dimensionless 
radius of second-
moment area (r2) 

Stroke 
angle (º) 

(Ф) 

Flapping 
frequency (f) 

(Hz)  

7.7–10.2 14.0–
51.5 

7.92–
8.73 

0.56–0.57 69–90 144–166 

Table 1.3:  Kinematic and morphological parameters of the crane fly [69, 73, 
78, 81] 

Span length  
(Lw)  

(mm) 

Mass 
(mg) 

Aspect 
ratio 
(ra)  

Dimensionless 
radius of second-
moment area (r2) 

Stroke 
angle (º) 

(Ф) 

Flapping 
frequency (f) 

(Hz)  

12.7–13.7 11.4–
19.0 

10.45–
10.93 

0.60 123 45.5 
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d. Drosophila Melongster: A fruit fly usually hovers with an inclined stroke 
plane i.e., about 60° with the horizontal plane [82]. This can be a very 
interesting insect because of its small wingspan size which can be utilized for 
the design of very small FWNAVs. The flight performance of the fruit flies 
has attracted considerably because the conventional aerodynamics predicts a 
reduction of flight efficiency when the wingspan size is very small [83, 84]. 
The shape of the fruit fly can be seen in Ref. [85] while its wing morphology 
can be visuals in Ref. [86]. Based on the detailed literature survey [69,70, 73, 
83, 84, 87, 88] about the fruit fly its morphological and kinematic parameters 
are presented in Table 1.4.  

These morphological and kinematic parameters are very important data for the 
design of FWNAV and to evaluate the flight performance such as lift and power 
requirements using various aerodynamic models [89–91].  

1.3 State of the art of flapping wing nano air vehicle 

Nowadays many scientist and researcher across the world are trying their best to 
develop FWNAV because of its application in wide areas such as rescue, 
entertainment, etc and it became possible due to rapid development in science 
and technology.  

There are mainly two difficulties in developing FWNAV, the first is the design 
difficulty due to multisystem and Multiphysics coupled analysis and also 
insufficient lift force due to fluid mechanics of wing motion at low Reynolds 
number (Re < 2000) and the second is the manufacturing difficulty at the few 
mm-size scales [92] along with the assembly of various components.  

One engineering concern in the development of FWNAVs is the reduction of 
their size, potentially down to the scale of the minimum insect size, which is 
approximately 1 mm considering the evolution of insects; this is our goal for 
FWNAV development [9]. Fluid mechanics of wing motion is very complex in 
FWNAV because of the low Reynolds number (Re < 2000) [93] as shown in Fig. 
1.5, so lift to drag ratio is reduced and this makes the FWNAV difficult to fly [9]. 

Currently, various FWNAVs have been developed [94–112] using various 
transmission mechanisms and power source systems. Here, I have discussed 
mainly three FWNAV developed by three different groups which are a milestone 
in this research field. 
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The first is the RoboBee first prototype of FWNAV with a wingspan of 3.5 cm 

which can lift off, developed by the Wood Group (Harvard University) [20]. This 
FWNAV can’t be further miniaturized because it required the assembly of various 
components at different stages [20]. The Wood Group has developed a series of 
‘RoboBee’ with different wingspan sizes varying from 3–6 cm but in these cases, 
they have used complex mechanical transmission mechanisms so their further 
miniaturization is difficult.  

The second is the SU-8 FWNAV with a wingspan of 3 cm developed by the 
Canttan Group (University of Valenciennes) [111]. Although this FWNAV is 
developed using MEMS technology, it is based on a thoracic transmission 
mechanism that is actuated by an electromagnetic actuator, hence its further 

Table 1.4:  Kinematic and morphological parameters of the fruit fly [70] 

Span length  
(Lw)  

(mm) 

Mass 
(mg) 

Aspect 
ratio 
(ra)  

Dimensionless 
radius of second-
moment area (r2) 

Stroke 
angle (º) 

(Ф) 

Flapping 
frequency (f) 

(Hz)  

2.02 0.72 6.37 0.55 136–162 254–229 

 
Figure 1.5:  Wingspan plotted against Reynolds number, adapted from Ref. 

[93] 
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miniaturization is difficult. This group has also developed a series of SU-8 
FWNAV using the same technology and mechanism hence their FWNAV can’t be 
further miniaturized. Sometimes they have used resonance mechanism to 
improve the performance which complicates its fluid-structure interaction design 
[55]. The concept of the thoracic transmission mechanism has been discussed in 
Chapter 2.  

The third and final is the Flapping-wing Actuator with a wingspan size of 3-5 
cm developed by Ozaki Group (Toyota Central R&D Labs) using MEMS 
technology, resonance mechanism, and a unimorph piezoelectric actuator power 
source [112]. Its flight performance is very low. Since it is based on the resonance 
mechanism which complicates its fluid-structure interaction design [55]. Note 
that most of the current developed FWNAVs are tethered flights except one 
FWNAV, developed by Wood Group which is an example of an untethered flight 
[95]. 

1.4 Objective  

As per the study of the literature survey in the previous sections, inset-inspired 
FWNAVs have various advantages and they can be developed using MEMS 
technology so the ultimate goal of this thesis is to design and develop insect-
inspired FWNAVs using MEMS technology and polymer material [20, 55, 56, 
115].  

The conceptual design of our FWNAV is shown in Fig. 1.6 which indicates that 
FWNAV is a complete 2.5-dimensional structure that can be easily fabricated 
using standard microfabrication steps like the deposition, the lithography, the 
etching, and the curing without any post-assembly [56]. The main components of 
our FWNAV are a micro transmission (to enhance and convert the displacement 
from the biomorph actuator), a piezoelectric bimorph actuator (a power source), 
a pair of micro wings, and a support frame (to support the overall structure) [56]. 

In order to develop FWNAV, its main components: micro transmission with 
support frame and micro wings are designed and developed following an 
individual research flow which is shown in Fig. 1.7, and according to that the 
development of FWNAV is divided into different sub-objective. Hence, the sub-
objective of this thesis is given below;  
1. Design of a 2.5-dimensional micro transmission with a support frame to 

convert the translational displacement from the bimorph actuator into rotation 
displacement using nonlinear static structural analysis such that micro 
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transmission should not break during fabrication and actual working. Evaluate 
the flapping performance for quasi-static actuation of the proposed 
transmission, demonstrated in Chapter 2.  

2. An iterative design window (DW) search method should be proposed for 
accompanying the change in design problems which is the essential 
characteristic of 2.5-dimensional FWNAV. In order to obtain the DW for 
FWNAVs that satisfy all the necessary design requirements (DRs) like large 
stroke angle, and safely flap, using the above-mentioned method, sub-design 
windows should be searched. Firstly, DW should be searched for the mass of 
the micro wing which can be supported by micro transmission considering an 
inertial effect, and secondly, DW should be searched for miniaturizing the 
FWNAV (micro wing + micro transmission) using nonlinear structural 
dynamic analysis, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

3. Computation flight performance of the FWNAVs should be evaluated using 
nonlinear structural dynamic and fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analyses. 
Flight performance should be further optimized by designing the wing 
membrane thickness for large stroke angle and high flapping frequency using 
FSI analyses, as described in Chapter 4.  

4. In order to fabricate the designed FWNAVs, the feasibility of polymer 
micromachining should be demonstrated. Micro transmission can be 
fabricated using polymer micromachining as a demonstration since 
transmission is a key and central component of FWNAV, discussed in Chapter 
5. 

Thus, in order to develop FWNAVs, we have designed a micro transmission in 
Chapter 2 which is the base for Chapter 3 where we have designed FWNAVs 
using an iterative design window search methodology. Further flight performance 
of the designed FWNAV is evaluated numerically in Chapter 4. Finally, FWNAV 
has been developed using polymer micromachining in Chapter 5 where the micro 
transmission has been developed as a demonstration of the polymer 
micromachining. Thus, flyable FWNAV has been developed.  
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Figure 1.6:  Concept of polymer micromachined FWNAV [56] 

 
Figure 1.7:  Research flow for the development of polymer micromachined 

FWNAV 
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1.5 Outline  

In the study, FWNAVs have been designed and developed using nonlinear 
structural analysis, design window search technology, and polymer 
micromachining, respectively. Flight performance of the FWNAVs has been 
evaluated using computational methods such as nonlinear structural dynamics 
and FSI analyses. As per the research flow shown in Fig. 1.7 discussed in the 
previous section, an outline of this thesis is organized as follows; 
 

In Chapter 2, A one-wing transmission has been proposed that should not break 
during microfabrication and actual working. The proposed transmission 
mechanism has been compared with other transmission mechanisms to show its 
advantage. Firstly, the proposed transmission has been designed using nonlinear 
static structural analysis, and later its flapping performance for quasi-static 
actuation has been evaluated.    
 

In Chapter 3, an iterative design window (DW) search methodology has been 
proposed using nonlinear dynamic analysis to design the FWNAVs. Following 
the methodology, firstly a DW has been searched for the transmission using 
nonlinear dynamic analysis, and then the mass of the micro wing which can be 
supported by this transmission has been formulated as a DW search result. 
Secondly, the basic design of the micro wing has been obtained using the model 
insect morphological and kinematic parameters data, this basic design has been 
further extended to formulate the DW for the detailed design of the micro wing 
using the linear static analysis and mass limit supported by the transmission. 
Finally, the initial design of FWNAV has been obtained by combining the design 
solution of micro transmission and micro wing which has been further elaborated 
and reduced into FWNAV without membrane for reducing the computational cost 
during parametric studies and to obtain a DW for the miniaturization of FWNAV. 
In the end, the design of a piezoelectric bimorph actuator has been discussed as 
per the miniaturization of FWNAV and the fatigue life has been estimated for the 
final miniaturized FWNAV design solution.  

In Chapter 4, the FSI design has been proposed to evaluate the flight 
performance of FWNAVs. In view of this, firstly FSI methodology has been 
discussed. Secondly, flight performance from nonlinear structural dynamic and 
FSI analyses have been compared to show the sufficiency of FSI with a micro 
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wing over FSI with FWNAV for evaluation of flight performance and to avoid 
the computational complexity associated with the latter one. Finally, the wing 
membrane thickness has been designed to optimize the flight performance for 
large stroke angles and high flapping frequency.  

In Chapter 5, the development of FWNAVs has been demonstrated by the 
fabrication of micro transmission using polymer micromachining. The 
performance of fabricated transmission has been evaluated using finite element 
analysis which is validated using an experimental static driving test. The precision 
of the fabricated transmission has also been measured using a micrometer. The 
effect of the precision of the fabricated transmission on its performance has been 
finally studied.  

 

Finally, some general conclusions are drawn based on the results and discussions 
and summarized in Chapter 6.   
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PROPOSAL OF 2.5-DIMENSIONAL ONE WING  

TRANSMISSION FOR FLAPPING-WING NANO AIR VEHICLE 

 

2.1   Introduction  

In Chapter 1, we have discussed the importance of the development of insect-
inspired flapping-wing nano air vehicles (FWNAV). However, a slight 
description of insect-inspired FWNAVs has been made here considering the 
comparative study between previous research and the novel approach used in this 
study. During the flapping flight, insects rotate their wings at a specific time 
during the flapping cycle to generate a sufficient lift force [39, 43, 67, 113]. To 
emulate these wing movements, a flexible hinge that enables passive wing 
rotation is adopted in artificial insects because of its simple structure and ease of 
fabrication [20, 107–109, 114–117]. Many artificial insects have been developed 
with the passive wing rotation mechanism for flapping flight, and the most 
notable example is the ‘RoboBee’ [20]. However, in these state-of-the-art 
artificial flapping-wing insect demonstrations, post-assembly is required, which 
limits further miniaturization. To overcome this issue, a flexible hinge 
transmission system is employed in our research without the need for post-
assembly. 

The development of FWNAV required its conceptual, basic, and detailed 
design before proceeding with its fabrication, and generally, FWNAVs consist of 
a power source, actuators, transmission mechanisms, wings, and a supporting 
structure [20, 29, 51–53, 105–109, 118, 119]. In order to produce sufficient lift 
force to support the weight of FWNAV, requires a large stroke angle and high 
flapping frequency in a region of low Reynolds Number otherwise it will be 
difficult to fly [36, 70, 78, 93, 120, 121].  

In order to produce a large stroke angle, the design of the transmission 
mechanism structure is the most important factor [122] because the role of the 
transmission mechanism in actuator-driven FWNAVs includes the conversion of 

2 
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rotational or translational motion of actuators into desired flapping motion as well 
as enhancement of motion. Hence, the transmission mechanism must be designed 
in such a way that it should possess higher strength and reliability to absorb high 
impact and friction [123] because the transmission mechanism needs to operate 
on a high flapping frequency to produce sufficient aerodynamic forces and ensure 
the reliability and efficiency of FWNAVs. Therefore, the life and performance of 
FWNAVs directly depend upon the design of the transmission mechanism and its 
performance.  

Nowadays, different kinds of transmission mechanisms are used for insect-
inspired FWNAVs/FWMAVs in which some of them are very complicated 
mechanical transmission systems such as dual series four-bar linkage and string-
based designs [124], the six-bar linkage design [125], the rack-pinion mechanism 
[126] and the Watt straight-line linkage system [127] whereas some of them are 
very simple such as compliant mechanism which contains flexural joints, 
segments or other elastic components [12, 128, 129]. Compared to the mechanical 
transmission system, a compliant transmission system has various advantages 
like no wear and tear, no friction and backlash, and is compatible with the 
fabrication using micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) technology [130, 
131]. These advantages make compliant mechanisms using elastic hinges with 
MEMS technology suitable for developing FWNAVs and a similar phenomenon 
has been adopted in this thesis.  

The theme of this chapter is based on a proposal of a transmission mechanism 
structure for insect-inspired FWNAVs. In order to achieve that target firstly, 
various transmission mechanism has been compared with our transmission 
mechanism which is based on a parallel elastic hinge and large nonlinear bending 
deformation [56]. Later an improved version [62] of the previous transmission 
mechanism [56] has been proposed to increase the fabrication stability which 
leads to an increase in yield ratio and also accurate prediction of flapping 
performance. 

This transmission mechanism will be used in developing insect-inspired 
FWNAVs where the proposed transmission and bimorph actuator drive each wing 
of the FWNAVs separately. A piezoelectric bimorph actuator with a metal shim 
was used to accurately evaluate the forced displacement applied by the actuator 
to the transmission and to further produce a large flapping motion by the 
transmission mechanism in the development of FWNAVs because other motions, 
such as the feathering motion, can be produced by the fluid-structure interaction 
(FSI) [55, 57, 58, 132–135]. Since our FWNAVs is based on dipteran insect which 
operates their wing strokes at the natural frequency of the thorax-wing assembly 
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including the surrounding air [136–139], which aspect can be used to increase the 
stroke angle further [20, 140] in the proposed transmission in our future work. 

2.1.1   State of the art of transmission mechanism 

As discussed above that various kinds of transmission mechanisms have been 
employed for FWNAVs to obtain the desired flapping motion of the wings. Here, 
I have been discussing three different transmission mechanism which is widely 
used by the various researcher in developing insect-inspired and actuator-driven 
FWNAVs and finally compared them with our transmission mechanism. The 
reason for selection for discussion of these transmission mechanisms is based on 
the fact that the developed FWNAVs using these transmission mechanisms are 
insect-inspired and actuator driven which is similar to our objective i.e., 
development of insect-inspired and actuator-driven FWNAV.  

a. Four-bar transmission mechanism  

This transmission mechanism is based on four-bar linkage or simply known as 
four-bar closed-chain movable linkage. In this linkage, four bars or four links are 
connected in a loop by four pairs of hinges or turning joints. Fig. 2.1 shows the 
four-bar mechanism, as shown in this figure one link would be completely fixed 
while other links can easily rotate. This is used to convert rotary motion to 
reciprocating motion and vice versa. There are various insect-inspired and 
actuator-driven FWNAVs have been developed using this transmission 
mechanism [25, 26, 28, 97, 105, 106, 119, 122, 141]. However, further 
miniaturization of the developed FWNAVs using this transmission mechanism 
would be difficult because of fabrication difficulty as well as assembly of its 
components.   

b. Slider crank transmission mechanism 

This is also similar to a four-bar kinematic chain or linkage which has four 
links but they are connected using three pairs of hinges or turning joints and one 
pair of sliding joints. Fig. 2.2 shows the crank slider kinematic mechanism which 
is used to convert the rotary motion to reciprocating motion and vice versa. 
Various insect-inspired and actuator-driven FWNAVs/FWMAVs have been 
developed using crank-slider transmission mechanisms [94, 98, 99, 119, 122, 
142] but their further miniaturization would be difficult because of the difficulty 
in fabrication as well as assembly of components.   

Note that it may be possible that some FWNAVs/FWNAVs may fall into a four-
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bar transmission mechanism or slider-crank mechanism because the mechanism 
employed in developing FWNAVs/FWMAVs was not categorized. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.1:  Schematic diagram of the four-bar transmission mechanism 

 
 

 
Figure 2.2:  Schematic diagram of the slider-crank transmission mechanism 
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c. Thoracic mechanism 

This is based on the actual insect’s thorax structure which consists of light and 
thin composite shells and plates or simply muscles in a closed box [143–145] as 
shown in Fig. 2.3. Muscles can be two types; direct muscle or indirect muscles 
and wing flight has been achieved due to the contract and expansion of these 
muscles. There are some FWNAVs/FWMAVs have been developed using this 
phenomenon (contraction and expansion of component, especially coupled with 
the electromagnetic actuator) [20, 52, 103, 119, 122, 146–148]. However, their 
further miniaturization is difficult because of the fabrication difficulty. 

d. A parallel elastic hinge transmission mechanism 

Fig. 2.4 shows the basic design of the parallel elastic hinge transmission 
mechanism which is based on the geometrically nonlinear bending deformation 
[56]. As shown in Fig. 2.4, this transmission consists of (1) the paralleled elastic 
hinges, (2) the beams supporting the elastic hinges, (3) the wing attachments, and 
(4) the actuator attachment. From this figure, one can understand that a small 
translational displacement from the actuator produces a large rotational motion.  

Due to the symmetricity of the two sets of the parallel elastic hinges about the 
actuator attachment cancels their reaction moments acting on it. Since this 
transmission is a 2.5-dimensional structure, it can be easily fabricated using the 
standard microfabrication technique and can be easily miniaturized. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.3:  Schematic diagram of the thoracic transmission mechanism 
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Figure 2.4:  Basic design of parallel elastic hinge transmission mechanism 

adopted from Ref. [56] 
 

2.1.2   Proposal for 2.5-dimensional one wing transmission 

Fig. 2.5 shows the plain and cross-section views of two-wing type polymer 
micromachined transmission. A series of two-wing type transmissions have been 
fabricated using the polymer micromachining method and polyimide adhesive 
sheet as shown in Fig. 2.6 [56] by changing the position of the elastic hinge and 
reducing the hollow structure. Fig. 2.7 shows the hinge part of the fabricated 
transmission where most cracks occur and a corresponding cross-sectional view 
of the transmission to understand the position of the elastic hinge. A summary of 
the fabrication result and reason for the crack is given in Table 2.1. In the 
microfabrication process, the various types of stresses are caused in the polyimide 
sheets and lead to fracture of the elastic hinges. The out-of-plane stress in the 
lamination steps causes the cracks in the parts of the polyimide sheets forming 
the hollow structures. The fluid traction force in the development causes cracks 
in the elastic hinges. The shrink of the supporting frame due to the curing causes 
the tension of the beam supporting the elastic hinge, and the tensile stress 
concentrates in the corner of the boundary between the elastic hinge and the 
supporting beam to fracture them [56].  

Since cracks mainly occur in the upper T-shaped elastic hinge layer (sensitive 
layer), see Fig. 2.5, due to stress generation caused by the presence of the hollow 
structure and acting fluid traction forces during the development process so the 
position of the sensitive layer can be modified to avoid the hollow structure.  

Thus two-wing type transmission has been improved and one wing type 
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transmission has been proposed as shown in Fig. 2.8. In this figure, the sensitive 
layer (T-hinge layer) has been kept adjacent to the base layer for avoiding the gap 
which will increase the fabrication stability and that lead to an increase in yield 
ratio. Thus, the proposed transmission or one wing transmission can be easily 
fabricated because of the 2.5-dimensional structure without any post assembly, 
and also the occurrence of cracks will reduce.  

In the next section conceptual design of FWNAV using the proposed one wing 
transmission and the basic mechanism of the proposed transmission have been 
discussed. In the subsequent section, detailed design and static structural analysis 
for a quasi-static actuation of the proposed transmission have been discussed. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.5:  Two-wing type transmission in plain view (A) cross-sectional 

view (B) 
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Figure 2.6:  Polymer micromachining process for two-wing type 

transmission adopted from Ref. [56] 
 

 
Figure 2.7:  Fabrication result of two-wing type transmission with its cross-

section to show the position of the elastic hinge and hollow structure, a large 
hollow structure (A) medium hollow structure (B) small hollow structure 
(C). Note hollow structure is defined as the gap between layers 
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Figure 2.8:  Proposed 2.5-dimensional one wing type transmission in plain 
view (A) cross-sectional view (B) 

 

Table 2.1:  Summary of the fabrication of two-wing type transmission and 
cause of the cracks 

Condition Lower hinge crack Upper hinge crack Cause of crack 
A Yes Yes Large hollow structure 
B No Yes Less hollow structure 
C No Very small Small hollow structure 
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2.2  2.5-Dimensional transmission for small translational to large       

rotational motion conversion 

2.2.1 Conceptual design of the polymer micromachined flapping-wing 
nano air vehicle 

The polymer micromachined FWNAV proposed here consists of a micro 
transmission, a supporting frame, a piezoelectric bimorph actuator, and wings, as 
shown in Fig. 2.9; these are the main components of FWNAVs [119]. The feature 
that sets the proposed FWNAV apart from previous designs is that it has a 
complete 2.5-dimensional structure that can be fabricated using standard 
microfabrication techniques [56].  

The production of a large stroke angle of the wing during the flapping motion 
is the main consideration in the design and fabrication of FWNAVs. The other 
fundamental motion of the wing required to produce the lift force is the feathering 
motion, which can be evaluated by the FSI [55, 57, 58, 132–135]. The FSI design 
of the FWNAV wing reduces the electromechanical complexity [55]. 

2.2.2 Basic mechanism of the transmission 

The proposed transmission is based on a geometrically nonlinear bending 
deformation [56]. Fig. 2.10 shows the transmission mechanism using the 
nonlinear bending of the cantilever plate. According to geometrically nonlinear 
bending deformation theory, a small translational displacement ux along the 
longitudinal axis of the cantilever plate produces a large deflection angle φ at the 
tip of the cantilever plate. Unlike in previous studies [51–53], small inputs can be 
directly transmitted as large outputs using this mechanism. The ratio of the 
rotational output φ to the translational input ux is called the transmission ratio [20]. 
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Figure 2.9:  Conceptual view of the proposed polymer micromachined 

insect-inspired FWNAV. It consists of a transmission, a supporting frame, 
a piezoelectric bimorph actuator, and a micro wing 

 

 
Figure 2.10:  Geometric nonlinear bending of the cantilever plate for the 

transmission mechanism 
 

2.3 Transmission design and analysis 

2.3.1   Basic transmission design 

Fig. 2.11 shows the basic design of the transmission using the mechanism 
presented in the previous section. As shown in this figure, the transmission 
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consists of (1) a parallel elastic hinge, (2) a hinge-supporting beam, (3) a wing 
attachment part, and (4) an actuator attachment part. Fig. 2.12(A) shows the xz 
plane view of the transmission with the detailed dimensions which is decided 
based on the rigorous parametric study of the dimension using static structural 
analysis. Fig. 2.12(B) shows the same view in the case where a small translational 
displacement ux given by the actuator at point P causes the bending of the elastic 
hinges along with the large rotation φ of the wing attachment part based on the 
mechanism discussed in the previous section. The gap between the parallel elastic 
hinges in Fig. 2.12(A) is determined by the number of polymer sheets because of 
the proposed fabrication method using polymer micromachining [9]. Four or 
more polymer sheets should be used because of fabrication restrictions, to avoid 
the sticking of hinges [9]. Hence, we set the gap length in the design to 160 μm, 
which is equal to the thickness of four polymer sheets. 

Furthermore, as the gap length decreases, the transmission ratio is almost 
constant, as shown in Table 2.2; this is demonstrated by finite element analysis as 
discussed in the next sub-section. 

2.3.2   Static structural analysis of the transmission with the supporting 
frame using the nonlinear finite element method 

This section presents the static analysis of the transmission with the supporting 
frame using the nonlinear finite element method [149]. Fig. 2.13 shows the 
problem setup for the geometrically nonlinear static analysis of the transmission. 
A forced displacement ux was applied to the transmission at the area where the 
free end of the piezoelectric bimorph actuator is attached (the actuator attachment 
part in Fig. 2.13), and the fixed boundary condition was applied to the supporting 
frame where the fixed end of the piezoelectric bimorph actuator is attached. 
 

 
Figure 2.11:  Basic design of the transmission in 3-D view 
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Figure 2.12:  xz plane views of (A) the reference transmission with dimensions 

(initially undeformed) and (B) the deformed transmission 
 

 
Figure 2.13:  Problem setup: load and boundary conditions for the finite 

element analysis of the transmission 
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The forced displacement ux was set to 81 μm, which is the point of equilibrium 
between the reaction forces of the transmission and the actuator, as shown in Fig. 
2.14. The transmission reaction force as a function of ux was obtained by 
geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis using the Marc software solver. 

The finite elements used here are 20-node solid hexahedral elements as shown 
in Fig. 2.15 which shows the mesh division of the transmission in plain view. The 
total no. of elements in the mesh is 14632 whereas the total no. of nodes in the 
mesh is 75016.  

The maximum reaction force for ux = 0 and the maximum ux when no 
mechanical load is applied by the piezoelectric bimorph actuator in Fig. 2.16 can 
be obtained theoretically using the following equations [150]: 
 

𝐹 = 
3Epwδ

2L3 [
tp3

3
+tp(tm+tp)

2+
Emtm3

6Ep
], 

 
(2.1) 

 δ = 
6Epd31𝑉(tm+ tp)L2

2Ep(3tm2 tp+6tmtp2+4tp3)+Emtm3
, (2.2) 

 
where d31 = 1.98 × 10-10 m/V is the piezoelectric constant, L = 20 mm is the 

length of the actuator, Ep = 61 GPa is the Young’s modulus of the piezoelectric 
material, Em = 140 GPa is the Young’s modulus of the metal shim, tp = 0.2 mm is 
the thickness of the piezoelectric material, tm = 0.1 mm is the thickness of the 
metal shim, w = 3 mm is the width of the actuator, and V = 200 V is the applied 
voltage.  

It should be noted that to maximize the translational displacement from the 
biomorph actuator, it should be connected in parallel as shown in Fig. 2.16, 
because this maximizes the biomorph actuator deflection [151]. 

Figs. 2.17 and 2.18 show the finite element analysis results. As shown in Fig. 
2.17, the stroke angle was approximately 30°, which is comparable with that of 
an actual insect during flapping motion [70, 78, 152]. Figs. 2.18 shows the von 
Mises stress distribution during the flapping motion. 

The maximum von Mises stress was approximately 19 MPa at the lower elastic 
hinge, which is approximately 18% of the polyimide (PI) sheet breaking strength 
of 109 MPa [153]. Therefore, the chance of the transmission breaking or failing 
during operation will be very low. 

Similarly, the effect of elastic hinge gap on flapping performance has been 
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evaluated, see Table 2.2 which indicates that the effect is trivial. 
 

 
Figure 2.14:  Reaction force plotted against the forced displacement. The 

blue line shows the results for the transmission, which were obtained using 
the geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis. The red line shows the 
results for the actuator, which were obtained using the theoretical formula 

 

 
Figure 2.15:  Mesh division of the transmission for static analysis 
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Figure 2.16:  Actuator problem setup for polarization 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 2.17:  Geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis of the 

transmission and the supporting frame. The color indicates the magnitude 
of the actual displacement deformation with a unit of μm. (A) xz plane view 
and (B) 3D view. Here, the flapping motion is downward, or the deflection 
of the hinge is negative in the z-direction 
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2.4  Conclusion 

A one wing transmission, whose functionality is based on geometrically 
nonlinear bending, was proposed in this study, and its design allows further 
miniaturization for use in FWNAVs. The novelty of this research is (1) the 
introduction of an elastic hinge in the design; (2) a transmission mechanism based 
on geometrically nonlinear bending deformation, in which a small translational 
displacement produces large rotational displacement; and (3) the ability to 
fabricate the complete 2.5-dimensional structure using standard microfabrication 
techniques including etching, photolithography, deposition, and curing without 

 
Figure 2.18:  Detailed view of Mises stress distribution in the transmission 

and the frame. The color shows the magnitude of the Mises stress in MPa 

Table 2.2:  Variation of characteristic quantities with the number of 
polymer sheets used to set the gap between the two elastic hinges, with 
the translational displacement ux fixed at 81 μm 

Number of polymer sheets for the 
gap between two elastic hinges 

Stoke angle (º) von Misses stress 
(MPa) 

2 26.74 18.7 
3 27.38 19.2 
4 27.17 19.2 
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any post-assembly. The proposed transmission will increase the fabrication 
stability during polymer micromachining because of the absence of a hollow 
structure for sensitive layers.  

The stroke angle of the proposed transmission is approximately 30° without 
any assistance from the resonance and the mass inertial effect. This stroke angle 
is comparable with that of actual insects during flapping flight. In this design, the 
maximum von Mises stress during the flapping motion was only 18% of the 
breaking strength of the PI sheet. Therefore, there is little chance of failure during 
transmission operation.  

It follows from these results that the proposed transmission can enable the 
further miniaturization of FWNAVs because no post-assembly is required. 
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ITERATIVE DESIGN WINDOW SEARCH FOR POLYMER  

MICROMACHINED FLAPPING-WING NANO AIR VEHICLE 
 

3.1   Introduction  

In Chapter 1, we have studied the importance of flapping wing nano air 
vehicles (FWNAV), and we know that the various groups have developed 
FWNAVs [17, 20, 29, 94–103]. However, these FWNAVs are based on 
complicated transmission mechanisms [94–99], and some of them have 
complexities in the fabrication [17, 20, 29, 100–103]. Hence, their further 
miniaturization will be difficult. Much effort in these researches is paid to the 
reduction of their size and weight [117], similar to the evolution of insect flapping 
flight. Still, it can’t be miniaturized because of various challenges during their 
development 

We know that various challenges have been given to the FWNAVs 
development such as feasibility in terms of a fatigue life due to random cyclic 
stress, interaction with the fluid, sufficient lift, and drag forces to hover, and thrust 
forces for the forward flight. These challenges can be overcome by finding out a 
design solution that sufficiently satisfies all the design requirements (DRs) of the 
design window (DW) search using computational methods and fabrication using 
micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) technology. The DW is defined as an 
existing area of satisfactory solutions in the design parameters space [154–157]. 
The same phenomenon has been implemented in this thesis to develop insect-
inspired FWNAV and its further miniaturization.  

In order to develop FWNAV which can be easily miniaturized, I have proposed 
polymer micromachined transmission which has a 2.5-dimensional (2.5-D) 
structure in Chapter 2 [9, 62] and it has produced a large stroke angle of about 
40° transmitted from the small amplitude of the piezoelectric bimorph actuator 
using the large deformation of the elastic hinges without any inertial effect. Hence, 
it will contribute to the further miniaturization of FWNAVs.  

3 
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Fig. 3.1 shows the concept of the proposed polymer micromachined FWNAV 
based on one-wing transmission. This FWNAV consists of a pair of micro wings 
with the 2.5-D structure, a micro actuator of the piezoelectric bimorph, and our 
transmission. These components can be fabricated using the polymer 
micromachining technique because of their 2.5-D structure.  

In this FWNAV, the stroke angle will further increase due to the inertial effects 
of both the transmission and the wing. The large stroke angle similar to the small 
flies will lead to the further miniaturized FWNAV or the insect-inspired FWNAV, 
which is the engineering interpretation of time-tested nature’s solutions such as 
the fluid-structure interaction cause of characteristic motions of insect’s wings 
[55, 57–59, 127, 130]. However, the dynamic large deformation causes stress 
issues such as the fatigue failure of materials. The restrictions related to these 
issues conflict with other design requirements (DRs) such as the DR for the large 
stroke angle. 

In general, the conceptual, basic, and detailed design processes of the insect-
inspired FWNAVs are indistinguishable from each other, and the formulation as 
a single design problem is difficult in each design process [46]. Hence, an 
iterative design method for changes to the design problem will be effective for 
the development of the insect-inspired FWNAVs. However, as long as I know, 
there is no study focusing on this topic. 

 

 
Figure 3.1:  Conceptual view of the polymer micromachined FWNAV 
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In this chapter, I have proposed an iterative design window (DW) search 
method for the design of the insect-inspired FWNAVs. The DW is defined as an 
existing area of satisfactory solutions in a design parameter space [154]. Hence, 
this method is adaptive for the design problem changes. Along with the context of 
the iterative algorithm, the proposed method searches the DW iteratively 
following the change of the design problem. The proposed DW search using the 
nonlinear dynamic analysis is applied for firstly the transmission without the 
micro wing, and secondly the transmission with the micro wing. I find the DWs 
that satisfies the nonlinear and unsteady DRs conflicting with each other 
simultaneously. In future work, I will fabricate the FWNAV based on the 
proposed DWs using polymer micromachining [9].  

In the next section, the proposed DW search methodology has been discussed 
and in the later subsequent sections, the application of the proposed DW search 
method for the design of the transmission, micro wing, and FWNAV has been 
discussed. 

3.2   Design methodology and design problem 

3.2.1 Iterative design window search approach 

In order to design the flyable FWNAV, I have adopted an individual research 
flow as shown in Fig. 3.2. The micro transmission has been designed using this 
type of research flow in Chapter 2 [9, 62]. This research flow indicates that design 
should continuously evolve until it is completed. This is because the conceptual, 
basic, and detailed design processes for the development of the insect-inspired 
FWNAVs are indistinguishable from each other, and the formulation as a single 
design problem is difficult in each design process.  

Hence, in this study, an iterative design method for changes to the design 
problem has been proposed. Fig. 3.3 shows the concept of the proposed DW 
search. As shown in this figure, the DW is searched for the design problem, and 
following the change of the design problem, the new DW is searched from the 
previous DW. This process is repeated until no further change is given to the 
design problem. The numerical analysis method is applied for the design 
candidate defined by the design parameter set to evaluate the design 
characteristics. Here, the parametric study is used instead of using a specific 
search algorithm to change the design parameters. 
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In the parametric study, the nonlinear dynamic simulation is conducted using 
nonlinear finite element transient analysis of MARC solver with 20-node solid 
hexahedral elements, where the following transient finite element discrete 
equation considering the geometrical nonlinearity is solved [149]:  

Ma + Cv + Q(u) = F,    (3.1) 

where M and C are the mass and diffusive matrices, respectively; Q is the interior 
force vector; a, v, and u are the acceleration, velocity, and displacement vectors, 
respectively; F is the external force vector. 

 

Figure 3.2:  Individual research flow to design the flyable polymer 
micromachined FWNAV. Note structural analysis is used for design and FSI 
analysis is used to evaluate the flight performance of FWNAV 
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Figure 3.3:  An iterative design window search methodology 

 

3.2.2 Design requirements and parameters of the polymer micromachined 
flapping-wing nano air vehicle 

Figs. 3.4(A) and (B) show the basic design of the FWNAV in the plain and 
cross-sectional views, respectively. As shown in these figures, the FWNAV has a 
2.5-D structure, and it consists of the micro transmission, the supporting frame, 
the bimorph actuator, and the micro wing (flexible wing membrane supported by 
the rigid leading-edge beam). Table 3.1 describes the material properties of 
polyimide (PI). The material property distribution in the FWNAV is shown in Fig. 
3.5.  

In the research flow diagram, the design points refer to the design requirements 
(DRs), or all necessary DRs for this study are listed as follows: 
(A) Strength of the material. 
(B) Production of enough stroke angle similar to small flies. 
(C) Production of enough flapping velocity to support the weight of FWNAV.  
(D) No sticking between elastic hinges to avoid their damage. 
(E) Fabricability 
(F) Fatigue failure of the material. 

In order to design the FWNAV, firstly, the micro transmission was designed, 
secondary, the micro wing was designed, and, finally, the FWNAV was designed 
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such that it satisfied all the DRs. Since the present problem has been formulated 
and solved using nonlinear dynamic analysis, the design parameter space should 
include the mechanical parameters like mass and frequency as well as the 
geometrical parameters. That is, all the design parameters used in this study are 
following, 

⚫ The flapping frequency f 
⚫ The mass density ratio r  
⚫ The leading-edge width wLE, tLE, and its extended Le,  
⚫ the length of the support frame Ls 
⚫ The elastic hinge gap h. 

 

 
Figure 3.4:  Actual design (design problems for this study) of polymer 

micromachined FWNAV in plain view (A), and cross-sectional view (B). 
Note Lw and cm are the spanwise and chordwise lengths of the micro wing, 
respectively 
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Figure 3.5:  Material property distribution in the polymer micromachined 

FWNAV 

 

3.2.3 Summary of the design process 

In this sub-section, the design process using the proposed method in the 
following sections has been summarized as follows: 

In the first process, the micro transmission was designed, where transmission 
designed using the nonlinear static analysis in Chapter 2 [9, 62] was taken as the 
initial solution. In this process, initially, a DW was searched for the flapping 
frequency f to satisfy the DRs (A) and (D), and then, using this DW search result, 
a new DW was searched for a mass of micro wings flapped by this transmission, 

Table 3.1:  Properties of polyimide (PI) material 

Material Young’s modulus Mass density Poisson’s ratio Breaking strength 

PI* 2.5 GPa 1420 kg/m3 0.289 109 MPa 

PN-
2000** 

3.5 GPa 1420 kg/m3 0.30 109 MPa 

* Photosensitive polyimide adhesive sheet,** Photosensitive polyimide solution [153] 
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which was simulated using the mass density ratio r, to satisfy the DRs (A) and 
(B). Note that the mass density ratio is defined as r = ρ’/ρ, where ρ and ρ’ are the 
original and increased mass densities of the wing attachment, respectively. 

In the second process, the micro wing was designed. Using the previous DW 
search result along with morphological parameters of dipteran insects, a new DW 
was searched for the dimensions wLE, tLE, and Le of the micro wing to satisfy the 
DRs (A) and (E). 

In the final process, the FWNAV was designed, where the design solutions of 
the micro transmission and the micro wing from the previous DW search were 
used. In this process, initially, a DW was searched for f to satisfy the DRs (A) and 
(B), and then, using this DW search result, a new DW was searched for the length 
of support frame Ls to satisfy the DRs (A), (B), and (C). Finally, this DW search 
result was examined for safely working of the FWNAV. That is, the elastic hinge 
gap during the dynamic response was examined to satisfy the DR (D).  

After the complete design of FWNAV, its fatigue life i.e. DR (F) is estimated 
for an individual load and boundary condition. In this way, a design solution for 
FWNAV is finally obtained that fulfills all the DRs.  

The summary of the DW search process along with the DRs has been shown 
in Fig. 3.6. 

3.3   Design window search for the micro transmission with the 

inertial effect 

I consider here the micro transmission designed using the nonlinear static 
analysis in Chapter 2 [9, 62] as the base. The dynamic performance is newly 
designed here by studying the flapping frequency f and the mass density ratio r 
of the wing’s attachment part. Note that r expresses the concentrated wing’s mass 
at the wing’s attachment part instead of its direct modeling for the purpose of 
reducing the computational cost. Hence, in this section, we consider the design 
parameter space (f, r), while the other design parameters are fixed as follows: Ls 
and h are set as 26.9 mm and 160 μm, respectively, following Chapter 2 or Refs. 
[9, 62]. wLE, tLE, and Le are set as 0 because of no wing. 
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Figure 3.6:  DW search process summary (A) design problems (B) 
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3.3.1 Design window search for the transmission 

Fig. 3.7 shows the basic problem setup of the transmission without the wing. 
The harmonic forced displacement ux = Ux×sin2πft (Ux is the vibration amplitude, 
and f is the flapping frequency, which is the design parameter) is applied to the 
area of the transmission, where the tip of the actuator is attached. The evaluation 
of Ux is discussed in Chapter 2 [9]. The fixed boundary condition is applied to the 
area of the supporting frame, where the fixed end of the actuator is attached. For 
this setup, the finite element mesh with 19,582 elements and 98,451 nodes. The 
time increment is Δt = T/500, and T is the flapping period and is equal to the 
inverse of f. 

First, the DW for the design problem of the DR (A) in the design parameter 
space (f, r) (DW-1) is searched using the parametric study on f, where r is set as 
1 (no wing). The DR (A) is formulated as 

σM < 50% of the breaking stress,   (3.2) 

where σm is defined as the maximum Misses stress in space, and its maximum 
in time is σM i.e., σM is the maximum Misses stress in the transmission in space 
and time. Here, Eq.(3.2) is reduced to σM < 54.5 MPa based on Table 3.1. Ux is 
set as 81µm based on the force balance between transmission and actuator 
discussed in Chapter 2 [9] and f is varied from 50 Hz to 250 Hz with an interval 
of 25 Hz. Note that this value of Ux is used throughout this study. The design 
characteristics: stroke angle Φ and σM are evaluated from the dynamic simulation. 

The results are plotted for f as shown in Fig. 3.8. From this figure, the DW is 
determined as follows: The lower limit for f is given as 100Hz, which is based on 
that in actual small flies, whereas the upper limit for f is given as 190 Hz 
approximately because of the DR (A) as σM < 50 MPa. Hence, DW-1 is given as 

DW-1 = {(f, r) | 100 Hz ≤ f ≤ 190 Hz, r = 1}.  (3.3) 

Φ decreases monotonically as f decreases, and it converges to 30° 
approximately. This means that the inertial effect for f ~ 50 Hz is ignorable. This 
stroke angle is smaller than that given from the quasi-static test in Chapter 2 [9]. 
This is because the actual deformation of the supporting frame is exactly taken 
into account in this study. Hence, the increase of Φ larger than 30° is given by the 
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inertial effect. For the purpose of better understanding, the inertial effect has been 
discussed in detail at the end of this section.  

Next, the DW for the DR (D) (DW-2) is searched. The sticking of the hinges in 
Fig. 3.9 is evaluated for f = 100, 125, and 150 Hz. As shown in Fig. 3.9, sections 
A and B belong to the upper and lower hinges, respectively, and they have the 
same in-plane position. The sticking of the hinges evaluated for f = 100, 125, and 
150 Hz are summarized in Table 3.2. This table shows the maximum out-of-plane 
positions at sections A and B of the transmission and the gap between these 
sections during the upward flapping motion. As shown in Table 3.2, the gaps for f 
= 100 and 125 Hz are positive, and the DR (D) is satisfied for the current initial 
gap of 160 μm. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3.7:  Problem setup for the nonlinear dynamic simulation of micro 

transmission 
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Figure 3.9:  A sectional view of the transmission in undeformed condition 

(A) and deformed condition (B). ZA and ZB denote the out-of-plane 
positions of sections A and B, respectively 

 
Figure 3.8:  DW search results using the parametric study on f for micro 

transmission. The design problem consists of the DR (A), and the design 
parameter space is (f, r), where r is set as 1. The horizontal green line 
denotes the DR (A) given by Eq.(3.2) 
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On the contrary, the gap for f = 150 Hz is negative, and the DR (D) is not 
satisfied for the current initial gap of 160 μm. Note that this violation can be 
avoided by increasing the gap [9]. However, the idea of increasing the hinge gap 
is not used in the early stage of the DW search rather than it is used in the final 
DW search as discussed in Section 3.5.3. As shown in Fig. 3.8, σm suddenly drops 
at f = 150 Hz as f increases. This might be caused by the sticking. Hence, DW-2 is 
given as 

DW-2 = {(f, r) | 100 Hz ≤ f < 150 Hz, r = 1}.  (3.4) 

The deformation of the transmission during the upward flapping motion and the 
von Mises stress distribution for f = 125 Hz are shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 to 
understand the flapping motion. In Fig. 3.11, σm occurs in the lower elastic hinge. 
The correlation between deformation and Mises stress is discussed using the time 
histories of the flapping angular displacement φ and σm for f = 125 Hz, which are 
shown in Figs. 3.12(A) and (B), respectively. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the clear 
correlation between these values can be observed at the time instants of about 
0.002 sec and 0.006 sec, since the significant peaks of these values occur at these 
time instants. The extra small peaks in the time history of σm, which don’t have 
the corresponding peaks in the time history of φ, occur due to the change of the 
location where σm occurs. This change occurs due to a slight twisting of the wing 
attachment. 

 

Table 3.2:  Out-of-plane positions of sections A and B, and their gap 
f (Hz) ZA ZB ZA - ZB Sticking 

100 Hz 206.47 μm 187.77 μm 18.70 μm No 
125 Hz 238.07 μm 212.65 μm 25.42 μm No 
150 Hz 244.25 μm 271.10 μm -26.85 μm Yes 
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Figure 3.10:  Deformation of the transmission during an upward flapping 

motion for f = 125 Hz. The color contours indicated the magnitude of the 
actual deformation in unit of m. (A) xz plane view. (B) bird's-eye view 

 

 
Figure 3.11:  Distribution of von Mises stress during the upward flapping 

motion for f = 125 Hz. The color contour shows the magnitude of von 
Misses stress in MPa 
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Figure 3.12:  Time history of the flapping angular displacement (A) and the 

von Mises stress (B) for f = 125 Hz 

The inertial effect of the transmission on the performance has also been studied 
for a fixed frequency f = 125 Hz (intermediate frequency of DW-2). For the 
purpose of evaluating the inertial effect, the mass density of the transmission has 
decreased from its initial value of 1420 kg/m3 (PI material) to 0 kg/m3. As shown 
in Fig. 3.13, the inertial effect of the transmission on the performance is 
continuously decreasing as mass density decreases. In the same figure, it can also 
be observed that the stroke angle without inertial effect (mass density of PI 
material = 0 kg/m3) is about 30° while due to inertial effect (mass density of PI 
material = 1420 kg/m3) it is about 43° i.e., stroke angle is increased about 1.5 
times due to inertial effect. 

3.3.2 Mass of the micro wing flapped by the transmission 

The DW for the design problem that consists of the DRs (A) and (B) in the 
design parameter space (f, r) (DW-3) is searched using the parametric study on r, 
where f is chosen as 100, 125, or 150 Hz from the frequency range of the previous 
DW-2. The formulation of the DR (A) is already given as Eq.(3.2). The DR (B) 
can be formulated as  

Φ ≥ 50°,     (3.5) 

since Φ satisfying Eq.(3.5) and f in the frequency range of DW-2 can produce 
the mean lift force FL sufficient to support the weight of small flies [74]. FL can 
be estimated based on the quasi-steady evaluation [74] as 

FL = 0.5 ρf CL S Um
2,    (3.6) 
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where ρf is the fluid mass density, CL is the lift coefficient, S is the wing’s area, 
which is defined as S = Lw cm, where Lw is the wingspan length, cm is the mean 
chord length, and Um is the mean flapping velocity, which is defined as  

Um = 2 r2 Φ Lw f,     (3.7) 

where r2 is the dimensionless radius of the second moment of the wing area. 
The morphological parameters r2 = 0.54, Lw = 10–11 mm, and cm = 3 mm are 
given from the data of small flies [74], and the kinematical parameters ρf = 1.205 
kg/m3, CL = 2, Φ = 50°, and f = 100 Hz are given. Then, Eqs.(3.6) and (3.7) give 
FL = 37 µN, which is larger than the gravity force acting on the weight of small 
insects mw g = 30 µN approximately. 

The results are plotted for r in Fig. 3.14. From this figure, the DW is determined 
as follows: r ranges from 2.6 to 3.0 for f = 100 Hz, from 1.8 to 2.0 for f = 125 Hz, 
and from 1.2 to 1.6 for f = 150 Hz. Hence, DW-3 is given as  

DW-3 = {(f, r) | f = 100 Hz, 2.6 ≤ r < 3.0}, 
       {(f, r) | f = 125 Hz, 1.8 ≤r < 2.0}, 

or {(f, r) | f = 150 Hz, 1.2 ≤r < 1.6},  (8) 

where the mass of the micro wing mw ranges from 20% to 200% of the wing 
attachment, of which weight is 2.65 mg in this study. Hence, mw ranges from 0.53 
to 5.3 mg. 

 
Figure 3.13:  Inertial effect on the performance of the transmission for the 

flapping frequency f = 125Hz 
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Figure 3.14:  DW search results using the parametric study on r for f = 100 Hz 

(A), 125 Hz (B), and 150 Hz (C). The horizontal red and blue line indicates 
the DRs (A) and (B) given by Eqs.(3.2) and (3.5), respectively 

 

3.4   Design window search for the micro wing 

In this section, initially the dimensions of the micro wing are given using 
morphological and kinematic parameters of dipteran insects [158]. The DW is 
searched for the leading-edge cross-section or the leading-edge width wLE and 
thickness tLE, and the extended length of the leading-edge Le using linear static 
stress analysis, where the mass of the micro wing mw is restricted to satisfy the 
DW-3 sufficiently. 
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3.4.1 Basic micro wing design based on actual dipteran insects 

The micro wing has been initially designed using the morphological and 
kinematic parameters of a model dipteran insect, Eristalis Tenax, as shown in 
Table 3.3 [70]. Depending upon the actuator size, the spanwise length of the micro 
wing has been considered as 10 mm. Using the spanwise length and the aspect 
ratio from Table 3.3, the chordwise length of the micro wing has been evaluated 
as 

ra = 2 Lw /cm,     (3.9) 

where ra is the aspect ratio, Lw is spanwise length, and cm is the chordwise 
length of the micro wing, respectively.  

The wing membrane thickness tw has been evaluated using the dynamic 
pressure force and the torsional stiffness, which can be observed in the wing 
motion as shown in Fig. 3.15. The wing’s feathering motion is being simplified 
as the deflection of the cantilever beam due to dynamic pressure force [46, 55, 
57], which is schematically shown in Fig. 3.16 [59]. The deflection of the 
cantilever beam is given as follows- 

θ = FLcm
2

6EIw
,     (3.10) 

where θ is the feathering angle, E is the modulus of elasticity of PN-2000 see 
Table 3.1, and Iw is the moment of inertia of the wing membrane, which is defined 
as Lwtw3 /12.  

To maximize the lift force, the feathering angle should be about 45º [59]. Using 
the Eqs.(3.6), (3.7), and (3.10), the membrane thickness is calculated, and its 
value is 6.1 µm. 

 

 

Table 3.3:  Kinematic and morphological parameter of Eristalis Tenax [70] 

Span length  
(Lw)  

(mm) 

Mass 
(mg) 

Aspect 
ratio 
(ra)  

Dimensionless 
radius of second 
moment area (r2) 

Stroke angle 
(º) (Ф) 

Flapping 
frequency (f) 

(Hz)  

11.4 90.2 7.23 0.54 107.5 160.5 
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Figure 3.15:  Schematic view of insect’s wing motion 

 

 
Figure 3.16:  Insect’s wing feathering motion in a simplified view 

 

3.4.2 Leading-edge design as a support structure using stress analysis 

Using the basic micro wing design from the previous section, the detailed 
design of the micro wing was done. That is, the leading-edge has been designed 
as a support structure based on the static stress produced due to the dynamic 
pressure as shown in the problem setup for linear static stress analysis, see Fig. 
3.17. In this problem setup, the material distribution is given as follows: The two 
different PI materials are used for the leading-edge and the wing membrane as 
shown in Table 3.1. The load and boundary conditions are given as follows: The 
right end of the leading-edge beam is completely fixed, whereas the fluid drag 
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pressure force evaluated using a quasi-steady assumption is applied all over 
surfaces. This setup is used in the NASTRAN solver for linear static finite 
element analysis with quadrilateral shell elements. To search the DW for wLE and 
tLE, Le is fixed as 50μm initially. The drag pressure force PD can be evaluated 
using the following equation [159]: 

PD = 0.5 ρf CD Vmax
2,    (3.11) 

where Vmax is the maximum flapping velocity, which is defined as  

Vmax = (8/3) Φ f r,                (3.12) 

where r is the distance from the wing base to its tip i.e., r = Lw + Le, the stroke 
angle Φ is set as 107.5º, the flapping frequency f is set as 160.5 Hz, the drag 
coefficient CD is set as 2 [59], and ρf air density is set as 1.205 kg/m3.  

Fig. 3.18 shows the maximum Mises stress σM against the leading-edge width 
and thickness. Using this figure, firstly the DW is searched for wLE as follows: 
The lower limit for wLE is given as 200 µm, in order to support the wing 
membrane, whereas the upper limit for wLE is given as 900 µm in order to satisfy 
the limit of mw from DW-3 sufficiently. Hence, DW-4 is given as 

DW-4 = {(wLE, tLE, Le) | 200 µm ≤ wLE ≤ 900 µm, Le = 50μm}.       (3.13) 

Using Fig. 3.18 and DW-4, a new DW is searched for tLE to satisfy the DR (A) 
as formulated in Eq.(3.2). The DW for tLE is obtained as follows: As shown in Fig. 
3.18, the DR (A) as σM < 54.5 MPa (see Eq.(3.2)) is satisfied for tLE larger than 
about 100µm. Hence, the lower limit for tLE is given as 100 µm. Whereas, the 
upper limit is given as 125 µm because the further increase in tLE does not affect 
σM. Hence, DW-4 is given as  

DW-5 = {(wLE, tLE, Le) | 100 µm ≤ tLE ≤ 125 µm, 200 µm ≤ wLE ≤ 900 µm, Le = 
50µm}.                                (3.14) 

Using DW-5, an extended length of the micro wing has been designed. In the 
problem setup in Fig. 3.17, the leading-edge cross-section wLE and tLE are chosen 
as 400 µm and 120 µm, respectively, from DW-4 and DW-5 because of the 
fabricability issues such as the thickness of PI material is 40μm [9]. The load and 
boundary conditions are set as described in the above. 
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Figure 3.17:  Problem setup for the design of leading-edge and extended part 

length of the micro wing 
 

 
Figure 3.18:  DW search results for the leading-edge cross-section. The 

horizontal red line indicates the DR (A) given by Eq.(3.2) 
 

Fig. 3.19 shows the relationship between σM and Le. Using this figure, the DW 
for Le is obtained as follows: The lower limit for Le is given as about 2.0 mm, 
which is about 50% of the wing attachment length (3.9 mm) because of the 
fabricability, whereas the upper limit for Le is given as about 2.8 mm to satisfy 
the DR (A) as σM < 54.5 MPa (see Eq.(3.2)). Hence, DW-6 is given as 
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DW-6 = {(wLE, tLE, Le) | 2 mm ≤ Le ≤ 2.8 mm, wLE = 400 µm, tLE = 120 µm}. 
(3.15) 

Finally, we determined a design solution for the micro wing as shown in Fig. 
3.20 using DW search over it. This solution will be fabricated using polymer 
micromachining as fabricated earlier [54]. 

 

 
Figure 3.19:  DW search results for the extended part length of the micro 

wing. The horizontal red line denotes the DR (A) given by Eq.(3.2) 
 

 
Figure 3.20:  A design solution for the micro wing 
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3.5   Design window search for miniaturizing the flapping wing 

nano air vehicle 

The design solutions of the micro transmission and the wing from the previous 
DWs are combined and lead to the initial design solution for further miniaturizing 
FWNAVs using the design window search for the design parameter space (f, h, 
Ls), where f, h, and Ls are the flapping frequency, the elastic hinge gap, and the 
length of the support frame, respectively, whereas the other design parameters 
wLE, tLE, and Le are set as 400 μm, 121.1 μm, and 2.8 mm, respectively, along with 
the piezoelectric bimorph design for maintaining the forced vibration’s amplitude 
Ux as 81 μm. 

3.5.1 Model selection for the flapping wing nano air vehicle design 

The computational models for FWNAVs with and without membrane are 
shown in Figs. 3.21(A) and (B), respectively. Firstly, their results are compared 
to select the model in the following DW search. In the problem setups shown in 
Figs. 3.21(A) and (B), the harmonic forced displacement ux = Ux×sin2πft (the 
vibration amplitude Ux, and f = 125 Hz, which is the intermediate frequency in 
DW-2) is applied to the area of the supporting frame, where the free end of the 
piezoelectric bimorph is attached. The evaluation of Ux from the piezoelectric 
bimorph actuator was discussed in Chapter 2 [9]. The fixed boundary condition 
is applied to the area of the supporting frame, where the fixed end of the 
piezoelectric bimorph is attached. The finite element mesh with 21,292 elements 
and 107,185 nodes is used for the model with the wing membrane, whereas the 
finite element mesh with 20,792 elements and 103,585 nodes is used for the 
model without the wing membrane. The time increments Δt = T/4000 and T/500 
are used for the models with and without the membrane, respectively, where T is 
the flapping period, which is equal to the inverse of f. The far smaller time 
increment is necessary for the model with the membrane to avoid the convergence 
issue of the nonlinear iteration coming from the thin membrane.  

Table 3.4 shows the performance comparison between the models with and 
without the wing membrane. As shown in this table, considering the membrane 
for the present dynamic simulation don’t change the major characteristics 
quantities significantly, while it increases the computational cost drastically. 
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Hence, in this study, we selected the model without the wing membrane for 
further parametric study on the FWNAV. 

3.5.2 Flapping frequency selection 

The DW-7 was searched to satisfy the DRs (A) and (B) using the parametric 
study on f, where f is selected from the range of 50 to 150 Hz with an interval of 
25 Hz, while Ls and h are fixed as 26.9 mm and 160 μm, respectively, following 
our previous study in Chapter 2 [9]. Here, the DRs (A) and (B) are reformulated, 
respectively, as 

σM < 75% of the breaking stress,       (3.16) 

 Φ > 90°,               (3.17) 

The stroke angle limit in Eq.(3.17) is selected since most dipteran insects 
(hoverfly or drone fly) [70, 73–75] fall in this range. 

The stroke angle and the maximum Mises stress for the change of f are shown 
in Fig. 3.22. From this figure, the lower limit for f is given as 100 Hz because of 
Eq.(3.17), whereas the upper limit for f is given as 125 Hz because of Eq.(3.18) 
or σM < 82 MPa, of which value is obtained from Table 3.1. Hence, DW-7 is given 
as  

DW-7 = {(f, Ls, h) | 100 Hz ≤ f ≤ 125 Hz, Ls = 26.9 mm, h = 160 µm}   (3.18) 

The flapping frequency chosen for FWNAV from DW-7 will be further studied 
to enhance the performance via strengthening the hinge supporting beam (see Fig. 
3.9), which can be possible either by increasing the thickness of the support frame 
or shortening the support frame. In the following section, the latter way has been 
chosen because of the miniaturization objective. 
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Figure 3.21:  The initial design of FWNAV with a membrane (A), without 

membrane (B) 
 

Table 3.4:  Performance and computation cost comparison in FWNAV with and without 
membrane  

FWNAV Max. Flapping 
velocity (m/sec)  

% Change 

Stroke angle (º)   
% Change 

Max. Mises 
stress (MPa) 
% Change 

Computational 
cost  

% Change  

Without membrane 9.40 (Base) 100.69 (Base) 79.25 (Base) 12 (Base) 

With membrane 8.75 (-6.92%) 81.26 (-19.30%) 88.31 
(+11.43%) 

144 
(+91.67%)  
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Figure 3.22:  DW search result for flapping frequency selection for FWNAV. 

Horizontal light blue and the green line indicates the DRs (A) and (B) given 
by Eqs.(3.16) and (3.17), respectively 

 

3.5.3 Miniaturization of the flapping wing nano air vehicle in the design 
window 

This sub-section describes the miniaturization of FWNAV along with the 
aerodynamic lift force estimation for the frequency range selected in the previous 
section. Hence, the DW-8 for the DRs (A), (B), and (C) is searched using the 
parametric study on Ls, where f is chosen as 100 and 125 Hz from DW-7, and h 
is fixed as 160 μm from the previous study in Chapter 2 [9]. The DR (B) is already 
formulated as Eq.(3.17), while the DRs (A) and (C) can be formulated as  

σM < 100% of the breaking stress,   (3.19) 

Umax ≥ 10 m/sec,               (3.20) 

where Umax is the maximum flapping velocity and its value is obtained using 
Eq.(3.6) such that the FWNAV would produce enough lift force to support the 
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weight of the initial design in Table 3.5. In this evaluation, the area of the micro 
wing S = 32 mm2 as shown in Fig. 3.19, and the fluid mass density ρf = 1.205 
kg/m3 are used in Eq.(3.6). 

Figs. 3.23(A) and (B) show the stroke angle, the maximum Mises stress, and 
the maximum flapping velocity for the various Ls with the chosen frequencies f = 
100 and 125 Hz. Using these results, the DWs were searched as follows: The 
lower limit is selected to satisfy the DR (A) as σM < 109 MPa whereas the upper 
limit is set for DR (C) as Umax ≥ 10 m/sec. Hence, DW-8 is given as 

DW-8 = {(f, h, Ls) | f = 100 Hz, 2 mm ≤ Ls ≤ 13 mm, h = 160 µm}, 
or, {(f, h, Ls) | f = 125 Hz, 8 mm ≤ Ls ≤ 15 mm, h = 160 µm}.   (3.21) 

DW-8 indicates that Ls can be 2 to 15 mm for the selected frequency from the 
previous section. 

Finally, the DW-9 for the DR (D) is searched using the parametric study on h. 
h is selected from the range of 160 to 280 µm with an interval of 40 µm because 
of the employed polymer micromachining manufacturability [9]. That is, the 
interval corresponds to a PI sheet thickness, and the maximum bound is due to 
the lamination difficulty [9]. 
 
 

 

Table 3.5:  Components of FWNAV and their weight in the initial design to the 
miniaturized design 

Components of 
FWNAV 

Mass (mg) 
Initial design (Ls = 26.9 mm) 

Mass (mg) 
Miniaturized design (Ls = 10 mm) 

Transmission with 
support frame 

76.30 33.26 

Micro wing 1.88 1.88 
Bimorph Actuator 289 120 
Total mass 367.18 155.14 
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Figure 3.23:  Miniaturization in FWNAV without membrane with f =100 Hz 

(A), and 125 Hz (B). Horizontal green and light blue lines indicate the DRs 
(A) and (C) given in Eqs.(3.19) and (3.20), respectively 

 
The other parameters are chosen from the DW-8 as follows: f is fixed as 100 

Hz, and Ls is chosen as 10 mm. Hence, we can draw our design window search 
process for miniaturizing the FWNAV in conceptual and actual views, 
respectively, in Figs. 3.24(A) and (B) show. Note that the reason why Ls = 10mm 
is selected as our final solution in miniaturization is because of the limitation of 
the available piezoelectric bimorph actuator as described in Section 3.5.4.  

Tables 3.6 show the gap between sections A and B in Fig. 3.9 for h with Ls= 
10mm. Note that a negative gap means sections A and B contact each other. Using 
these tables, the DW is obtained for DR (D) as 

DW-9 = {(f, h, Ls) | f = 100 Hz, Ls = 10 mm, 240 µm ≤ h < 280 µm}.  (3.22) 

Fig. 3.24 shows the stroke angle, the maximum von Mises stress, and the 
maximum flapping velocity for DW-9. As shown in this figure, the performance 
characteristics are decreasing with the increase of the hinge gap. As shown in this 
figure, the DW-9 satisfies DR (A) given by Eq.(3.19). On the contrary, Eq.(3.20) 
corresponding to DR (C) should be revised because of miniaturizing the FWNAV 
as follows: As per Table 3.5, which shows the revised weights as well as the initial 
one, DR (C) for Ls = 10 mm are reformulated as 

Umax ≥ 7 m/sec,                                (3.23) 

Hence, DW-9 satisfies the DRs (A) and (C) completely. On the contrary, the 
DR (B) given by Eq.(3.17) is partially satisfied as shown in Fig. 3.25. However, 
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the minimum stroke angle in DW-9 is 80°, and it is close to the bound of Eq.(3.17). 
Hence, we can evaluate the DW-9 sufficiently satisfies the DRs (A)–(D).  

The deformation of the computational model of the FWNAV during the upward 
flapping motion and the von Mises stress distribution in the transmission for f = 
100 Hz, Ls = 10mm, and h = 280μm are shown in Figs. 3.26 and 3.27. As shown 
in these figures, these quantities have a correlation. As the magnitude of the 
upward or downward flapping motion increases, the stress concentrated at the 
corners of the hinge end fixed by the supporting beam is also increased. Fig. 3.26 
indicates that the σM occurs in the lower elastic hinge. 

In order to show this relationship more quantitatively, the time histories of the 
flapping angular displacement φ and the maximum von Mises stress σm are shown 
in Figs. 3.28(A) and (B), respectively. Note that σm usually occurs at the lower 
corner of the T-shaped hinge fixed by the supporting beam except for the specific 
time instants, which are discussed in detail below. 

 

(A) 
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(B) 

 
Figure 3.24:  Miniaturization of the FWNAV in both the conceptual view (A) 

and the actual view (B)  
 

 

Table 3.6:  Out-of-plane positions of sections A and B, and their gap for Ls 
= 10 mm and f = 100 Hz  

Hinge gap, h (μm) ZA  (μm) ZB (μm) ZA - ZB (μm) Sticking 
160 402.92 534.63 -131.71 Yes 
200 401.21 468.81 -67.60 Yes 
240 369.22 338.94 30.28 No 
280 331.02 220.88 110.14 No 
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Figure 3.25:  Elastic hinge gap study in the DW search result of 

miniaturization for f =100 Hz with Ls = 10mm 
 

 
Figure 3.26:  Deformation of the computational model of the FWNAV with 

h= 280 µm and Ls = 10 mm during the upward flapping motion for f = 100 
Hz. The color contours indicated the magnitude of the deformation in unit 
of m. (A) xz plane view. (B) bird's-eye view 
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Figure 3.27:  Distribution of the von Mises stress in the transmission of the 

computational model of the FWNAV with h= 280 µm and Ls = 10 mm 
during the upward flapping motion for f = 100 Hz. The color contour shows 
the magnitude of von Misses stress in unit of Pa 

As shown in Fig. 3.28, the clear correlation between these values can be 
observed at the time instants of about 0.003 sec and 0.007 sec, since the 
significant peaks of these values occur at these time instants. The extra small 
peaks in the time history of σm, which don’t have the corresponding peaks in the 
time history of φ, occur due to the change of the location where σm occurs. This 
change occurs due to a slight twisting of the wing attachment.  
 

 
Figure 3.28:  Time histories of flapping angular displacement (A) and 

Mises’s stress (B) for FWNAV without membrane with h= 280 µm and Ls 
= 10 mm 
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3.5.4 Piezoelectric bimorph actuator design 

During the DW search process, a vibration amplitude Ux was considered as the 
constant value of 81µm [9], which was evaluated using the equilibrium between 
the reaction forces of the actuator and the transmission with the actuator’s length 

La = 20 mm in Chapter 2. However, Ux will change according to the change of Ls 
from 20mm to 10mm following the minimization in Section 3.5.3. Hence, in this 
section, the bimorph actuator is designed for the DW-9, which is the final DW, to 
generate the constant vibration amplitude.  

The actuator and transmission reaction forces against the displacement are 
presented in Fig. 3.29. Ux can be evaluated as their equilibrium point. The 
transmission reaction force was obtained by a nonlinear static analysis using the 
Marc solver for the 2-D model of the transmission [56], whereas the actuator 
reaction force is theoretically evaluated [150] for the problem setup shown in Fig. 
3.30 as follows: 

The free displacement δ without any load and the blocking force F are given 
as 
 
 

𝐹 =
3Epwδ

2La
3 [

tp3

3
+tp(tm+tp)

2+
Emtm3

6Ep
], 

 

(3.24) 

 δ = 
6Epd31V(tm+ tp)La

2

2Ep(3tm2 tp+6tmtp2+4tp3)+Emtm3
, 

(3.25) 

 
where d31 = 1.98 × 10-10 m/V is the piezoelectric constant, La = 10 mm is the 

length of the actuator, Ep = 61 GPa is the Young’s modulus of the piezoelectric 
material, Em = 140 GPa is the Young’s modulus of the metal shim, tp = 0.2 mm is 
the thickness of the piezoelectric material, tm = 0.1 mm is the thickness of the 
metal shim, w = 3 mm is the width of the actuator, and V is the applied voltage, 
where the maximum applied voltage is chosen 500 V to investigate the minimum 
possible length of the actuator. Note that, for the purpose of maximizing the 
translational displacement from the biomorph actuator, the parallel connection is 
used here as shown in Fig. 3.30 [151].  
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In Fig. 3.29, the values of h = 240 and 280 μm have been selected as par the 
DW-9 discussed in Section 3.5.3, and V = 200 V has been chosen to demonstrate 
the evaluation of Ux. Note that La = 5 mm as well as La = 10 mm, which 
corresponds to the DW-9, has been presented to examine the limitation of La. As 
shown in Fig. 3.29, it is difficult to find the equilibrium point for La smaller than 
5 mm because of larger actuator stiffness. Hence, in this study, we have selected 
La = 10 mm. 

As shown in Fig. 3.29, the equilibrium point is shifted towards the right as the 
hinge gap h increases, and, consequently, Ux increases. In addition to this effect, 
of course, Ux will be further increase as the voltage V increases. Hence, the effect 
of h and V on Ux has been studied for the DW-9 in Fig. 3.31. As shown in this 
figure, the effect of h on Ux is not so significant for the case of La = 10 mm and V 
= 200V, that is, only a 2.52% increase of Ux for a 16.67% increase of h. Using the 
same figure, the required voltage to produce Ux = 81 μm for the DW-9 can be 
estimated as the range from 310 to 325 V. 

Further, the effect of actuator width w on voltage requirement for constant 
vibration amplitude Ux has been studied to reduce the stiffness of the actuator 
which directly depends upon the width w following Eq.(3.23). In this study, 
actuator width w has been reduced 1/3rd and 1/6th of the original values to reduce 
the actuator stiffness.  

Fig. 3.32 shows the relationship between the actuator width w and actuator 
voltage V. As shown in this figure, voltage requirement for the constant vibration 
amplitude Ux is increasing to 460V with decrease of width . However, the increase 
in voltage V can be justified by the decrease in total weight of FWNAV, equivalent 
to model insect’s weight, drone fly or Eristalis Tenax. This weight of FWNAV 
based on optimization of actuator dimension has been used in next chapter.  

In this way, the DW search process was completed. Finally, the fatigue life or 
the DR (E) was estimated for the final design solution given from the DW-9 in 
the next section.  
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Figure 3.29:  Evaluation of translational forced displacement (vibration 

amplitude Ux) for actuator design as per DW-9 with applied voltage 200 
V. Note actuator length 5 mm is used to show limitation of this actuator 

 
 

 
Figure 3.30:  Bimorph actuator problem setup 
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Figure 3.31:  Effect of the elastic hinge gap h and voltage V on the vibration 

amplitude Ux for the actuator’s length La = 10 mm. The horizontal green line 
indicates the Ux = 81 μm 

 
Figure 3.32:  Effect of actuator width w on voltage requirement for constant 

vibration amplitude Ux. The horizontal green line indicates the Ux = 81 μm 
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3.5.5 Fatigue life estimation for the miniaturized flapping-wing nano air 
vehicle 

As shown in Fig. 3.28(B), the maximum von Mises stress in space σm oscillates 
following the flapping motion of the FWNAV. Since the maximum von Mises 
stress in space and time σM is in the range of 54.15–76.70 MPa approximately for 
the DW-9 as shown in Fig. 3.25, the amplitude of the stress oscillation σA can be 
estimated as 54.15 MPa ≤ σA≤ 76.70 MPa.  

From the detailed observation of the stress distribution in the FWNAV, σM 
occurs at the sharp corners of the lower elastic hinge because of the stress 
concentration as shown in Fig. 3.27. However, different from the numerical 
model as shown in Fig. 3.33(A), σA as well as σM will be further reduced in the 
actual fabrication due to the presence of fillet radius as shown in Fig. 3.33(B). 

Based on the lower elastic hinge dimensions and the loading condition 
(bending), the stress reduction factor is about 1.9 [160]. Hence, σA can be finally 
estimated as 28.42 MPa ≤ σA≤ 40.37 MPa.  

Under the assumption of similar material behavior among polyimides, the 
fatigue life of the transmission will be about 103 ̶ 104 cycles for this stress 
condition based on the S-N curve of a polyimide resin [161]. The DW-9 given by 
Eq.(3.22) satisfies the DR (F) sufficiently. Hence, the final design solution from 
the DW-9 satisfies all the DRs.  
 

 
Figure 3.33:  Lower elastic hinges in the numerical analysis (A) and the actual 

fabrication (B). The red circles show the points where the maximum von 
Mises stress occurs 
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3.6  Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I have proposed an iterative DW search using the nonlinear 
dynamic simulation and found the DW of the micro transmission as well as the 
FWNAV that satisfies the nonlinear and unsteady DRs conflicting with each other 
simultaneously. Each design solution in the DW shows a large stroke angle, which 
is comparable to that of the small flies, and it has a sufficient fatigue life. DW 
search of transmission shows that it produces a stroke angle of about 50° with 
fatigue life of about 103–107 cycles for the flapping frequency 100–150 Hz 
whereas the DW search on FWNAV indicates that it produces a stroke angle of 
about 90° with a fatigue life of about 103–104 cycles for the flapping frequency 
100–125 Hz. The micro wing with the mass up to 5.3 mg can be supported by this 
transmission at the flapping frequency equivalent to the small flies. The proposed 
DW search results can miniaturize the FWNAV down to 10 mm. The DW search 
on available piezoelectric bimorph actuator and length of 10 mm indicates that a 
voltage of range 300–325V is required to produce a constant vibration amplitude. 
In future work I will fabricate the FWNAV based on the proposed DW using the 
polymer micromachining. This is highly possible because of a 2.5-dimensional 
structure can be easily fabricated by polymer micromachining. Hence, this study 
will contribute to the further miniaturization of FWNAVs. 
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COMPUTATIONAL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE OF FLAPPING 
WING NANO AIR VEHICLES USING FLUID-STRUCTURE 

INTERACTION ANALYSIS 
 

4.1   Introduction  

In Chapter 3, I have designed the flapping wing nano air vehicles (FWNAVs), 
hence its flight simulation and performances should be evaluated [162] to 
estimate their net lift capacity which is the combination of aerodynamic lift force 
and inertial force that determines whether the developed FWNAV would produce 
enough lift to levitate the structure or not and also FWNAVs must produce enough 
lift and drag forces for hovering.  

There are two approaches to predicting the flight performance of the developed 
FWNAVs; experimental and computational approaches. A computational 
approach would be better for the prediction of flight performance of the designed 
FWNAV because of Multiphysics and multisystem coupled analysis i.e., coupled 
physics between air and FWNAV structure. A large number of numerical 
simulations have been already conducted to investigate the relevant Multiphysics 
between the flexible wing structures and incompressible fluid [163–177], simply 
known as fluid-structure interaction analysis (FSI). FSI with a flexible micro 
wing becomes an essential tool to predict the flight performance of 
FWMAV/FWNAVs [55, 178–184] and at the same time, FSI analysis with micro 
wing replicates the insect flight through the surrounding airflow and provides 
sufficient passive wing deformation [185] as well as improvement in the 
aerodynamic performance [186].   

The conceptual and detailed design of polymer micromachined FWNAVs has 
been already discussed in the previous chapters of this thesis. In this chapter, the 
flight performance of the polymer micromachined FWNAVs has been evaluated. 
using two computational methods: the first is the nonlinear dynamic analysis 
where only inertial and elastic forces are considered and the second is the FSI 
analysis where along with the inertial, and elastic forces, aerodynamic forces have 
also been considered. Therefore, the interaction between the micro wing and 

4 
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surrounding air was simulated by simultaneously solving the incompressible fluid 
Navier-Stokes equation, the equation of motion for an elastic body, and the fluid-
structure interface conditions using the three-dimensional finite element method 
[130, 187, 188].  

Fig. 4.1 shows the research flow diagram to evaluate the flight simulation and 
performance of FWNAVs and further optimization of flight performance. 
According to the flow diagram, the input parameter (stroke angle and flapping 
frequency) for FSI analysis with a micro wing is given by the nonlinear dynamic 
analysis of FWNAV. FSI analysis with micro wing provides the lift coefficient 
which is used to calculate the lift force for nonlinear dynamic analysis of FWNAV. 
Finally, flight simulation and performance are compared between nonlinear 
dynamic analysis of FWNAV and FSI analysis with a micro wing to determine 
the flight performance of FWNAV and that provides the sufficiency of FSI 
analysis with a micro wing design over FSI analysis with FWNAV design for 
avoiding the computational complexity associated with the latter. In the end, 
flight performance has been optimized using the FSI analysis to support the 
weight of FWNAV.  

4.2   Fluid-structure interaction analysis 

FSI design is a key method for accurately predicting the 3-D strong coupling 
of the micro wing and the surrounding airflow. FSI design and simulation have 
been carried out using a computer program that has been already validated [46, 
59, 187, 188]. Based on a detailed literature survey [46, 55, 58, 59, 64, 128, 130, 
185–230], its important mathematical equations and other aspects are discussed 
here which are as follows.  

4.2.1   Governing equation for fluid-structure interaction  

The motion of the micro wing can be expressed by an equilibrium equation, 

ρw dvi
w

dt
=

∂σij
w

∂xj
                           (4.1) 

where superscript w is denoted for the micro wing, d/dt = Lagrangian time 
derivative, ρw = Mass density of the material of micro wing, vw

i = ith component 
of the micro wing velocity vector, and σw

ij = ijth component of the Cauchy stress 
tensor of the micro wing. Note that i and j denote the cartesian coordinate systems 
x, y, or z-direction, respectively.  
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The motion of the incompressible fluid can be programmed by the arbitrary 

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method and its motion can be given by Navier–
Stokes (NS) equations which can be expressed as 

ρa ∂vi
a

∂t
+ ρa(vj

a-vj
m) ∂vi

a

∂xj
 =

∂σij
a

∂xj
              (4.2) 

∂vi
a

∂xi
= 0                            (4.3) 

where, ∂/∂t =ALE time derivative, the superscript a denotes the respective 
quantity for air, ρa = mass density of the air, va

i = ith component of the air velocity 
vector, vm

i = ith component of the velocity vector of the ALE coordinate, and σa
ij 

= ijth component of the Cauchy stress tensor of the air.  
The interface conditions describing the interaction between the wing and the 

surrounding fluid can be expressed as 

σij
anj

a+σij
wnj

w=0                        (4.4) 

vi
a= vi

w                                  (4.5) 

where na
i and nw

i are the ith components of the outward unit normal vectors on 
the air–micro wing interface corresponding to the air and the micro wing, 
respectively.  
 
 

 
Figure 4.1:  Research flow diagram for computational flight performance of 

FWNAVs (A) Optimization of flight performance (B) 
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4.2.2   Monolithic equation system for fluid-structure interaction  

A monolithic equation system for FSI can be formulated by applying finite 
element discretization to the nonlinear equilibrium equation of motion of micro 
wing, airflow, and interface condition as given by Eqs.(4.1)–(4.5) to obtain these 
equations in matrix form. Thus, a monolithic equation system can be written as  

LMa + Cv + N + q(u) – Gp = g               (4.6)   

τGv = 0                        (4.7) 

where M, C, and G denote the mass, diffusive, and divergence operator 
matrices, respectively, and N, q, g, a, v, u, and p represents the convective term, 
elastic internal force, external force, acceleration, velocity, displacement, and 
pressure vectors, respectively, and finally the subscripts L and τ indicate the 
lumping of the matrix and the transpose of the matrix, respectively.  

By applying state variable increment to the Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7) to obtain its 
linearized form, 

 M*∆a – G∆p = ∆g                   (4.8) 

γ∆tτ G∆a + Gε∆p = ∆h                    (4.9) 

where M* = generalized mass matrix, Δ denotes the increment, t denotes the 
current time, and Δg and Δh are the residual vectors of Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7), 
respectively. Gε comes from the pressure stabilization [227], and using 
Newmark’s method, the displacement and velocity increment can be written as 
Δu = βΔt2Δa and Δv = γΔtΔa. The pressure and elastic interior force terms are 
evaluated implicitly and the predictor–multicorrector algorithm is used for the 
time integration. 

4.2.3   Projection method using algebraic splitting 

If Eqs.(4.8) and (4.9) are solved using the monolithic method to satisfy the 
interface conditions, numerical instability occurs and formulation leads to an ill-
conditioned equation system. In order to avoid this difficulty, a projection method 
using the algebraic splitting becomes necessary to use and it is as follows. 
 Eq.(4.6) can be linearized for the known pressure to predict the state variables 
as intermediate state variables, so  

M*∆â = ∆g                         (4.10) 
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where â = intermediate acceleration. From Eqs.(4.10) and (4.8), 

γ∆t G∆p = M*(v – v̂)                    (4.11) 

where v̂  = intermediate velocity. In Eq. (4.11) multiplying both sides by 
τGLM−1, 

γ∆t τGLM−1G∆p = τGv – τGv̂ + τGLM−1M̅*(v – v̂)          (4.12) 

 where M̅* = M*– LM. Eq.(4.12) can be written as  

γ∆t τGLM−1G∆p = – τGv̂                    (4.13) 

 if  

τGv + τGLM−1M̅*(v – v̂) = 0                  (4.14) 

In the nonlinear iteration, v̂ approaching v as M*can be expected by linear 
convergence of the state variables so, Eq.(4.14) will be approaching 0 and 
satisfying unknown fluid velocity as described in Eq.(4.7).  

Thus, in the above formulation using the algebraic splitting, the monolithic 
equation system is divided into the equilibrium Eqs.(4.8), (4.10), and pressure 
poison equation Eq.(4.13), and the Schur complement will never be produced.  

4.2.4   Parallel computation environment 

Since computational cost is very high for Eqs.(4.8), (4.10), and (4.13) in the 
iterative solver, so the below matrix-vector product should be considered to 
reduce computation cost using the parallel computation, under the assumption 
that the number of degrees of freedoms (DOFs) of the micro wing is very small 
compared to the surrounding air.  

τGLM−1G∆p                         (4.15) 

The parallel computation is possible using the mesh decomposition method as 
shown in Fig. 4.2 and from this figure, one can understand that surrounding air 
mesh Ωa can be divided into several submesh such as Ωa1, Ωa2, …, etc and under 
the above-described assumption, micro wing mesh Ωw is inside Ωa1.  
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For this setup, computational cost and complexity will be reduced by 
computing the matrix-vector product at one node of the surrounding air-micro 
wing interface. Parallel computation will be carried out in two steps as follow. 

⚫ Step 1:  Eq.(4.15) can be computed using the element-by-element method at          
the computational node Pi (i= 1,2, 3…, Nd), 

Ap = ∑ A(e)p(e)
e  = ∑ q(e)

e  = q               (4.16) 

where A = Global matrix, p = Global vector, q = matrix-vector product, and e 
represents the element number. 
⚫ Step 2:  In Eq. (4.16), at the interface between Ωai and Ωaj (j ≠ i), the matrix-

vector product computed at Pj is transferred to Pi and finally add them to 
complete the corresponding nodal data computed in Step 1. 

4.2.5   Modeling of a micro wing and surrounding fluid domain  

During the FSI, a micro wing is designed using mixed interpolation of tensorial 
components (MITC) shell elements [228, 229] while surrounding air is designed 
using linear equal-order-interpolation velocity–pressure elements [227], and the 
same element’s nodes are used for the interface of a micro wing and surrounding 
air, respectively [230]. Therefore, in order to describe the pressure discontinuity 
between the front and back surface of the micro wing, a pair of two overlapping 
surrounding air nodes per one micro wing node on the micro wing and 
surrounding air interface are used. The interface conditions are given by Eqs.(4.4) 
and (4.5) can be written in matrix form as, 

 
Figure 4.2:  Decomposition of fluid mesh for parallel computation 
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va
c = τTvw

c                             (4.17) 

TQa
c + Qw

c = gaw
c                        (4.18) 

where Q = internal force vector including all effects of the surrounding air or 
the micro wing, T = interpolation matrix, and subscript c represents the coupled 
DOFs. These equations can be written in the nodal form as, 

{
fvc

a

bvc
a} = [11] vc

w                            (4.19) 

[1 1] {
fQc

a

bQc
a} + Qw

c = gaw
c                                   (4.20) 

where v, Q, and g denote the nodal components of the velocity, and the internal 
and external force vectors, respectively. The subscripts f and b represent the front 
and back sides of the micro wing, respectively. 

4.3   Computational flight performance of flapping-wing nano air 

vehicles  

In order to evaluate the flight performance, two design solution of the polymer 
micromachined FWNAV has been considered, the first prototype and its 
miniaturized version. Miniaturized design of FWANAV has been obtained using 
iterative design window methodology from the initial FWNAV design, discussed 
in Chapter 3. Fig. 4.3 shows the plain and cross-sectional views of the detailed 
design of FWNAV where the length of support frame Ls = 26.9 mm and hinge 
gap h = 160 μm for the first prototype while Ls =10 mm and h = 280 μm for 
miniaturized design. In the following sub-section, the flight performance of these 
FWNAV designs has been estimated using nonlinear structural dynamic analysis 
of FWNAV and FSI analyses of the micro wing.  
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4.3.1   Nonlinear structural dynamic analysis of the flapping wing nano air 
vehicles  

Fig. 4.4 shows the problem setup for nonlinear structural dynamic analysis of 
the FWNAVs, and the material property is shown in Table 4.1 while material 
distribution in FWNAV is shown in Fig. 4.5. The sinusoidal forced vibration ux = 
Ux×sin2πft (Ux is the forced vibration amplitude, and f is the flapping frequency) 
is applied to the transmission’s area, where the free end of the bimorph is attached. 
The evaluation of Ux = 81 μm has been discussed in Chapter 2. The flapping 
frequency for the first prototype is f = 50 Hz, while for the miniaturized design f 
= 100 Hz, the reason for selecting this individual f is to avoid the sticking between 
elastic hinges during flapping motion which have further explained in this sub-
section. 

The lower part of the supporting frame is fixed in the problem setup where 
bimorph actuator is attached. In this setup, the finite element mesh for the first 

 
Figure 4.3:  Detailed design of flapping wing nano air vehicle (FWNAV) in 

plain view (A), the cross-sectional view (B) 
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prototype is 19,582 elements and 98,451 nodes while for the miniaturized design 
is 17,582 elements and 78,451 nodes used. The time increment is Δt = T/4000, 
and T is the flapping period and is equal to the inverse of f.  

The nonlinear dynamic simulation is conducted using nonlinear finite element 
transient analysis of MARC solver with 20-node solid hexahedral elements [149], 
where the following transient finite element discrete equation is solved: 

Ma + Cv + Q(u) = F,         (4.21) 

where M and C are the mass and diffusive matrices, respectively; Q is the 
interior force vector; a, v, and u are the acceleration, velocity, and displacement 
vectors, respectively; F is the external force vector.  

Nonlinear structural dynamic analysis results of FWNAVs have been divided 
into two parts for easy understanding to the readers, the first is flapping 
performance i.e., stroke angle and flapping velocity, and the second is the hinge 
gap study during flapping motion.  

Firstly, flapping performances of the FWNAVs have been discussed. Fig. 4.6 
shows the flapping angular displacement of leading-edge and wing attachment 
for the first prototype and miniaturized design. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4.4:  Problem setup for nonlinear structural dynamic analysis of 

FWNAVs 
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Figure 4.5:  Material distribution in FWNAV front side (A), rear side (B), in 

plain view 
 

In the first prototype, the leading-edge stroke angle ΦL = 43.80° and wing 
attachment stroke angle Φw =35.10° whereas in the miniaturized design ΦL = 
87.02° and Φw = 39.25°. Due to the large bending of the leading-edge beam ΦL is 
greater than Φw as shown in Fig. 4.7 which also demonstrates the location, ΦL 
and Φw have been evaluated.  

Fig. 4.8 shows the time history of the flapping velocity for the first prototype 
and miniaturized design at the position of r2 from the wing base, see Fig. 4.4 and 
the mean flapping velocity for first prototype Um,Dynamic = 0.69 m/sec while for 
miniaturized design Um,Dynamic = 2.13 m/sec. This Um,Dynamic have been compared 
with the mean flapping velocity using a quasi-steady formula which is based on 
sinusoidal flapping motion. The quasi-steady formula for mean flapping velocity 
Um [59] can be expressed as, 

Table 4.1:  Properties of polyimide (PI) material 

Material Young’s modulus Mass density Poisson’s ratio Breaking strength 

PI* 2.5 GPa 1420 kg/m3 0.289 109 MPa 

PN-2000** 3.5 GPa 1420 kg/m3 0.30 109 MPa 

* Photosensitive polyimide adhesive sheet,** Photosensitive polyimide solution [153] 
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Um = 2 r2 Φ Lw f,        (4.22) 

where r2 = 0.6 is the dimensionless radius of the second moment of the wing 
area, Φ is the stroke angles; ΦL = 43.80° and Φw =35.10° for the first prototype 
while ΦL = 87.02° and Φw = 39.25° for miniaturized design, and Lw = 10 mm is 
the spanwise length of the micro wing, f = 50 Hz and 100 Hz is the flapping 
frequency for the first prototype and miniaturized design. Thus, the quasi-steady 
mean flapping velocity for ΦL and Φw are Um,L = 0.52 m/sec and Um,w = 0.42 
m/sec, respectively for first prototype whereas Um,L = 2.07 m/sec and Um,w = 0.93 
m/sec, respectively for miniaturized design. The reason for the difference 
between Um,L or Um,w and Um,Dynamic is mainly because Um,L or Um,w assumes 
sinusoidal flapping motion. The calculated lift force using the time history of 
flapping velocities and theoretical formula have been discussed in Section 4.3.3. 

 

 
Figure 4.6:  Flapping angular displacement of FWNAVs, first prototype (A) 

miniaturized design (B) 
 

 
Figure 4.7:  Illustration of ΦL and Φw and reason of ΦL is greater than Φw 
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Figure 4.8:  Time history of flapping velocity of FWNAVs, first prototype (A) 

miniaturized design (B) 

Secondly, the hinge gap has been studied for the safe working of FWNAVs, it 
is possible that elastic hinges can stick to each other during flapping, especially 
in upward flapping motion. Hence, the gap between elastic hinges during upward 
flapping motion has been studied, see Fig. 4.9 where h = 160 μm and 280 μm for 
the first prototype and miniaturized design, respectively. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show 
the maximum out-of-plane positions at sections A and B of the transmission and 
the gap between these sections during the upward flapping motion for the first 
prototype and miniaturized design, respectively. In Fig. 4.8, it can be visual that 
sections A and B belong to the upper and lower hinges, respectively, and they 
have the same in-plane position. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 indicate that the gap is positive, 
and the hinges are not sticking together so FWNAVs will not break during actual 
working. 

 

 

Table 4.2:  Out-of-plane positions of sections A and B, and their gap for the first 
prototype 

f (Hz) ZA ZB ZA - ZB Sticking 
50 Hz 167.95 μm 92.52 μm 75.43 μm No 

Table 4.3:  Out-of-plane positions of sections A and B, and their gap for the 
miniaturized design 

f (Hz) ZA ZB ZA - ZB Sticking 
100 Hz 390.19 μm 291.79 μm 98.40 μm No 
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Figure 4.9:  A sectional view of the transmission in undeformed condition 

(A) and deformed condition (B). ZA and ZB denote the out-of-plane 
positions of sections A and B, respectively. Note that h for the first prototype 
and miniaturized design is h = 160 μm and 280 μm, respectively 

 

4.3.2   Fluid-structure-interaction analysis of the micro wing 

Fig. 4.3 shows the detailed design of FWNAV but it does not show the actual 
design of the micro wing which can be visualized from Fig. 4.10(A). The micro 
wing is further modified into a rectangular micro wing which is a problem setup 
for FSI analysis, see Fig. 4.10(B). In this figure, the stroke axis is considered at a 
position that is similar to the wing attachment tip, see Fig. 4.4, and the MITC 
shell element is used for the micro wing during the FSI analysis (number of nodes: 
143, number of elements: 120) as discussed in Section 4.2. Material properties of 
the micro wing are given in Table 4.1. However, the leading-edge consists of two 
polyimide materials (PI and PN-2000) so its equivalent modulus of elasticity is 
2.62 GPa.  

In FSI problem setup Fig. 4.10(B), sinusoidal angular displacement Φ = 
Φ0sin2πft has been applied in the flapping motion direction where angular 
amplitude Φ0 is equal to the stroke angles ΦL or Φw and f is the flapping frequency, 
these angular motion parameters are given by the nonlinear structural dynamic 
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analysis of FWNAVs as discussed in the Section 4.3.1. The stroke angles and 
flapping frequency for first prototype are ΦL = 43.80°, Φw = 35.10° and f = 50 Hz, 
respectively whereas for miniaturized design are ΦL = 87.02°, Φw = 39.25° and f 
= 100 Hz, respectively. The time increment is Δt = T/5000, and T is the flapping 
period which is equal to the inverse of f.  

  Fig. 4.11(A) shows the rectangular fluid tank for FSI analysis and the no-slip 
condition is imposed on all boundaries on the wall. As discussed in Section 4.2, 
stabilized linear equal-order-interpolation velocity-pressure elements are used for 
the fluid mesh, see Fig. 4.11(B) which shows the fluid mesh in 3-Dimension, and 
Fig. 4.11(C) shows the fluid and micro wing mesh in plain view or xy-plane.  

In fluid mesh, the number of nodes is 50460, and the number of elements is 
271922. Fluid (air) properties are as follows; mass density ρa = 1205 kg/m3 and 
viscosity μa = 1,837e-05 kg/m-sec. FSI analysis has been carried out using the in-
house code which is already validated [46, 59] and as described in Section 4.2, 
parallel computation is executed in a multiple-core processor (10-core Xeon 2.8 
GHz × 2 CPUs, 32 GB memory) [46].  

Fig. 4.12 shows the FSI analysis result, time history of numerical lift force for 
the first prototype, and miniaturized design angular motion condition i.e., ΦL, Φw, 
and f. The mean lift coefficient can be evaluated using a quasi-steady formula 
under the assumption of sinusoidal flapping motion [74], 

FL = 0.5 ρf CL S Um
2,    (4.23) 

where ρf = 1.205 kg/m3 is the fluid mass density, S is the wing’s area, which is 
defined as S = Lw cw, where Lw = 10mm is the wingspan length, cw = 3.2 mm is 
the chordwise length of the micro wing, and Um is the mean flapping velocity 
given by Eq.(4.22) which is equal to Um,L or Um,w as discussed in Section 4.3.1, 
and CL is the mean lift coefficient.  

Note that mean lift force from time history is calculated for the cycle which is 
bounded by a rectangular dash line in Fig. 4.12. Since there are two mean lift 
forces (two-time history of lift force due to ΦL and Φw), see Fig. 4.12(A) and two 
mean flapping velocities Um,L, Um,w due to ΦL and Φw, respectively for the first 
prototype as explained above so, there would be two mean lift coefficients as 
follows, mean lift coefficient due to Φw, is CL,w = 0.72 and mean lift coefficient 
due to ΦL, is CL,L = 0.79. 

Similarly, the mean lift coefficient for miniaturized design due to Φw only is 
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CL,w = 2.40. The reason for mean lift coefficient CL,w only in miniaturized design 
is that it was found based on the detailed observation that wing membrane 
thickness is not enough (production of a large feathering angle of about 65° and 
low lift coefficient of 0.50) with a large stroke angle such as ΦL = 87.02° and high 
flapping frequency like f = 100 Hz. Due to this reason, wing membrane thickness 
has been designed and discussed in Section 4.4. 

These mean lift coefficients will be further used to calculate lift force for 
nonlinear structural dynamic analysis in Section 4.3.3. 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4.10:  Detailed design of micro wing (A), Problem setup for FSI 

analysis of micro wing with mesh (B) 
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Figure 4.11:  The geometry of the rectangular air tank 3.78  1.66  2 cm3 

(A), employed mesh for fluid in 3-dimensional view (B), fluid and micro 
wing mesh for FSI analysis in xy-plain (C)    

 

 

 
Figure 4.12:  Numerical lift force using FSI analysis for angular deformation 

parameter of the first prototype (A) Miniaturized design (B). Note that 
mean lift force is calculated for a cycle bounded by a rectangular dash line 
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4.3.3   Flight performance comparison between structural dynamic and 
fluid-structure interaction analyses 

In this sub-section, flight performance has been compared between the results 
from nonlinear structural dynamic Section 4.3.1 and FSI analyses Section 4.3.2.  

Firstly, the feathering angle is compared between both analyses. Fig. 4.13 
shows the feathering angle time history from a nonlinear structural dynamic 
analysis of the first prototype and miniaturized design, its mean values are 
θ̅ Dynamic = 9.84° and θ̅ Dynamic = 23.92°, respectively for the first prototype and 
miniaturized design.  

Fig. 4.14 shows the time histories of the feathering angles from FSI analysis 
for the first prototype, and miniaturized design angular motion conditions i.e., ΦL, 
Φw, and f. For the first prototype, the mean feathering angle due to ΦL and Φw is 
θ̅L = 7.47°, and θ̅w = 5.32°, respectively while for the miniaturized design, the 
mean feathering angle due to Φw only is θ̅w = 23.10°.  

These mean feathering angle has been tabulated in Table 4.3 for easy 
understanding for the reader. in Table 4.3, since θ̅L or θ̅w is almost similar to the 
θ̅Dynamic so it can be concluded that FSI analysis with a micro wing is sufficient 
over the FSI analysis of FWNAV to predict the flight simulation and performance 
and at the same time reduce computational cost and complexity associated with 
the latter. 
 

 
Figure 4.13:  Feathering angle from nonlinear structural dynamic analysis of 

FWNAVs, first prototype (A) miniaturized design (B) 
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Figure 4.14:  Feathering angle from FSI analysis with a micro wing for first 

prototype (A) miniaturized design (B) angular deformation parameters i.e., 
θ̅L or θ̅w and f. Note that the average feathering angle in FSI analysis is 
calculated for a cycle bounded by a rectangular dash line 

 
Table 4.4:  Mean feathering angle from FSI analysis with input angular 

deformation parameter of nonlinear structural dynamic analysis of 
FWNAVs; first prototype and miniaturized design 

Angular deformation 
parameter of FWNAVs 

Dynamic 
analysis, �̅�Dynamic 

FSI Analysis 
�̅�w due to Φw �̅�L due to ΦL 

First prototype 9.84° 5.32º 7.47º 
Miniaturized design 23.92° 23.10°  

 
Next, lift force has been compared between both analyses.  
Lift force from FSI for input angular deformation parameter of the first 

prototype and miniaturized design have been already discussed in the previous 
sub-section, see Fig. 4.12, from this figure one can estimate the mean lift force 
due to ΦL and Φw, FL,L = 0.0041 mN and FL,w = 0.0025 mN, respectively for input 
angular deformation parameter of the first prototype whereas mean lift force due 
to Φw is FL,w = 0.04 mN for input angular deformation parameter of miniaturized 
design.  

Lift force from nonlinear structural dynamic analysis of the first prototype and 
miniaturized design has been evaluated using Eq.(4.23) where flapping velocity 
is given by Fig. 4.8 and lift coefficient CL,w, and CL,L from the previous sub-
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section. Fig. 4.15 shows the time histories of calculated lift force from structural 
dynamic analysis of the first prototype and miniaturized design with lift 
coefficients CL,w and CL,L.  

Hence, the mean lift force for structural dynamic analysis of the first prototype 
is Fw

L,Dynamic = 0.019 mN and FL
L,Dynamic = 0.021 mN due to CL,w and CL,L, 

respectively whereas the mean lift force for structural dynamic analysis of the 
miniaturized design is Fw

L,Dynamic = 0.29 due to CL,w. The cause of the difference 
between mean lift forces from nonlinear structural dynamic and FSI analyses are 
mainly, differences in flapping velocity which has been explained in Section 4.2.1. 

However, the mean lift force from both analyses is less than the weight of the 
miniaturized FWNAV based on the optimized bimorph actuator dimension as 
given in Table 4.5, lift force has been optimized to support the weight of 
FWNAVs explained in Section 4.4. 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.15:  Evaluated lift force from theoretical formula and nonlinear 

structural dynamic analysis of FWNAVs, first prototype (A) miniaturized 
design (B) 
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4.4   Optimization of flight performance using fluid-structure 

interaction analysis 

In Section 4.3.2 it was found that a large feathering angle of about 65° and a 
low lift coefficient of about 0.5 is produced due to a large stroke angle Φ = 87° 
and a high flapping frequency f = 100 Hz with a membrane thickness of 6.1 μm, 
designed in Chapter 3. Due to the low lift coefficient, the mean lift force gets 
reduced so the main theme of this section is to design wing membrane thickness 
for large stroke angle and high flapping frequency which is very necessary to 
produce high lift force and support the total weight of FWNAV, Table 4.5. 

4.4.1   Basic problem setup for optimization of flight performance  

In order to optimize the flight performance by maximizing the lift force to 
support the weight of FWNAVs Table 4.5, FSI parametric study has been 
conducted. Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show the basic problem setup for parametric study 
over FSI analysis where a fixed flapping frequency f = 100 Hz is selected based 
on the design window search results in Chapter 3, and stroke angles are selected 
as Φ = 75°, 85°, and 95° based on stroke angle ΦL = 87.02° obtained from 
nonlinear structural dynamic analysis of miniaturized FWNAV design in see 
Section 4.3.1, and range of wing membrane thickness tw from 8–10 μm is chosen 
based on the detailed observation of FSI analysis. 

4.4.2   Design of wing membrane thickness for maximizing lift force 

We know that lift force increases with the increase of stroke angle and flapping 
frequency and lift force will be maximum when the amplitude of the feathering 
angle will be about 45°. Hence, in this sub-section tw has been designed based on 
the problem set up in the previous section, and amplitude of feathering angle and 
mean lift force as an output performance characteristic has been considered. 

 Fig. 4.16(A) shows the amplitude of the feathering angle against tw for various 
stroke angles and fixed flapping frequency as mentioned above, this figure is used 
to find tw for which the amplitude of maximum feathering angle is about 45° so 
that lift coefficient would maximum and consequently lift force would be high. 

Fig. 4.16(B) shows mean lift force against tw for three different stroke angles 
and f = 100 Hz as mentioned above. Figs. 4.16(A) and 4.26(B) indicates that the 
amplitude of the feathering angle at tw = 10 μm is about 45° and the mean lift 
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force is comparable to the weight of FWNAV, Table 4.5. 
 
 
Table 4.5:  Components of FWNAV and their weight in the miniaturized 

design based on the optimized weight of actuator 
Components of FWNAV Mass (mg) 

Transmission with support frame 33.26 
Micro wing 1.88 
Bimorph actuator 20 
Total mass 55.14 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.16:  Optimization of flight performance, feathering angle (A) mean 

lift force (B). Note that horizontal green dash line figure (A) indicate the 
45° feathering angle 
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4.5   Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have demonstrated the flight simulation and performance of 
polymer micromachined FWNAVs using two distinguish computational methods. 
In the computational method, nonlinear structural dynamic analysis has been 
conducted with FWNAV design whereas FSI analyses have been processed with 
only micro wing design, to avoid the computational complexity and reduce the 
computational cost associated with the FSI analysis of FWNAV. However, it was 
observed that the FSI analysis result with a micro wing is almost similar to the 
nonlinear dynamic analysis result of FWNAV, and using this one can conclude 
that the above-mentioned statement is correct.  

Here, flight performance has been evaluated for two different designs of 
FWNAV, the first prototype, and the miniaturized design. The flight performance 
of the first prototype has shown a small mean feathering angle and low mean lift 
force because of the small stroke angle and low flapping frequency. Flight 
performance of miniaturized design indicates good feathering angle and mean lift 
force is about 10 times that of the first prototype.  

Wing membrane thickness has also been designed for large stroke angles and 
high flapping frequency and it was found that the membrane thickness of 10μm 
would be preferable. Optimization of flight performance indicates that mean lift 
force is comparable to the weight of polymer micromachined FWNAV.  

Thus, this study shows promising results for miniaturization as well as good 
flight performance.  
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DEVELOPMENT OF FLAPPING-WING NANO AIR VEHICLE 

 

5.1   Introduction  

In Chapter 3, I have designed the two FWNAVs: the first prototype and the 
miniaturized version (10mm FWNAV) using an iterative design window search 
methodology. These FWNAVs produce large stroke angles of about 90° similar 
to model insects and have enough fatigue life while flapping at frequency f = 
100Hz  

In Chapter 4, I have evaluated the computational flight performance of 
FWNAVs using the FSI method which shows that 10mm FWNAV can be able to 
lift off.  

In this chapter, the development of FWNAVs has been discussed using 
advanced engineering technologies such as microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS) technologies. Since the proposed FWNAVs are a complete 2.5-
dimensional structure so they can be easily fabricated using polymer 
micromachining without any post assembly. Micromachining is widely used for 
developing micro and nano-structure because of the cost reduction and easiness 
of replicating the structure. Polymer provides the flexibility and softness to the 
structure which makes it compatible with more standard microfabrication 
techniques, i.e. photolithography and wet/dry etches [231] 

In order to develop FWNAVs, the feasibility of polymer micromachining has 
been demonstrated by fabricating the transmission with a support frame. Since 
the transmission is a key and central component of FWNAVs. Fig. 5.1 shows the 
plain and cross-sectional views of the detailed design of FWNAVs where the 
length of support frame Ls = 26.9 mm and hinge gap h = 160 μm for the first 
prototype while Ls =10 mm and h = 280 μm for miniaturized design (10mm 
FWNAV).  

In the next sections, the development of transmission with a support frame of 
the first prototype using standard microfabrication techniques including the 
etching, photolithography, deposition, and curing has been discussed as a 

5 
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demonstration of the feasibility of the fabrication method along with the 
performance of the fabricate transmission using a static driving test [9]. 

5.2   Transmission fabrication using polymer micromachining 

5.2.1 Fabrication steps of the transmission and the supporting frame 

Fig. 5.2 shows the detailed microfabrication steps of the transmission and the 
supporting frame using photosensitive PI adhesive sheets with a thickness of 40 
μm (Toray Industries, Inc.) [153]. This polymer was selected because of its good 
mechanical, chemical, and thermal properties. It has a modulus of elasticity of 
2.5 GPa, a breaking strength of 109 MPa, and an elongation without breaking of 
9%. As shown in Figs. 5.2, the process of lamination, exposure, and development 
of the photosensitive PI adhesive sheet (precursor) over the silicon wafer with the 
Cu sacrifice layer (thickness of approximately 1.5 μm) are repeated. After the 
required repetition of this process, the transmission and the supporting frame are 
cured to imidize the precursor and convert it to polyimide. Finally, the 
transmission and the supporting frame are released from the substrate. 

 
Figure 5.1:  Detailed design of flapping wing nano air vehicle (FWNAV) in 

plain view (A), the cross-sectional view (B) 
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5.2.2 Fabrication results 

The fabricated transmission with the supporting frame using the polymer 
micromachining process and the photosensitive PI adhesive sheets with a 
thickness of 40 µm is shown in Figs. 5.3. The proposed transmission was 
fabricated using the fabrication method described above based on the standard 
microfabrication technique without any post-assembly. Therefore, it is suitable 
for the further miniaturization of FWNAVs. The mass of this fabricated 
transmission is about 76.3 mg, which is evaluated by the structural volume and 
the mass density of PI material. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.2:  Fabrication process consisting of the standard microfabrication 

steps: (a) deposition, (b) etching, (c) photolithography, (d) curing, and (e) 
release 
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Figure 5.3:  Polymer micromachined transmission and supporting frame 

fabricated using photosensitive polyimide sheets 
 

5.2.3 Fabrication constraint to the gap between the elastic hinges 

As shown in Fig. 5.4(A), when two PI sheets (total thickness of approximately 
80 μm) were used to create the gap between the elastic hinges, the upper and 
lower elastic hinges stuck together due to the bending of the upper elastic hinge 
and less gap width during the development process. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 
5.4(B), this problem rarely occurred when four PI sheets (total thickness of 
approximately 160 μm) were used to create the gap between the elastic hinges. 
Therefore, at least four PI sheets should be used for the gap between the elastic 
hinges to avoid the sticking of hinges during the fabrication. 
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Figure 5.4:  (A) Upper and lower elastic hinges stuck together when two PI 

sheets were used to create the gap between the elastic hinges (B) The  
Upper and lower elastic hinges did not stick together when four PI sheets 
were used to create the gap between the elastic hinges 

 

5.3   Evaluation of fabricated transmission 

5.3.1  Precision of the fabricated transmission 

The precision of the fabricated transmission was studied and is presented here. 
Each dimension of the fabricated transmission was measured using a micrometer 
and compared with the design dimension. Fig. 5.5 shows the measured 
dimensions: the in-plane horizontal and vertical dimensions A and B, the total 
thickness C, and the elastic hinge thickness D.  

Three samples were fabricated, and the dimensions and errors for each sample 
are given in Table 5.1. In the actual fabrication, a PI precursor liquid was spin-
coated as a coupling agent, and its thickness was designed as 7.3 μm. Therefore, 
this thickness was included in the design dimension C in this table. As 
demonstrated by the results in Table 5.1, the in-plane precision was 
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approximately 94% or more, and the total thickness precision was approximately 
87% or more. In contrast, it is clear from Table 5.1 that the elastic hinge thickness 
precision was approximately 60%. The overall precision order was approximately 
75%.  

The precision of the measurement was determined by approximately one pixel 
at the edge of the shape, which is approximately 6 μm in Fig. 5.6. The effect of 
the precision on the performance is discussed in Section 5.4.2. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 5.5:  (A) Observation of the precision of the in-plane dimension (B) 

total thickness and elastic hinge thickness of the fabricated transmission 
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5.3.2  Initial shape distortion of the fabricated transmission 

The fabricated transmission has some deviations from the design shape. Fig. 
5.6 shows the xz plane view of the fabricated transmission and frame. As shown 
in this figure, the actuator and wing attachment parts are not quite in the same 
plane as the frame (xy plane). This means that these parts are slightly distorted 
around the hinge-supporting beam (around the y-axis).  

Three samples were fabricated, and their initial distortions are given in Table 
5.2, where the initial distortion is defined as the distance between the corner of 
the actuator or wing attachment part and the frame in the z-direction (the distance 
between points A and B along the z-direction in Fig. 5.6) with no load. As shown 
in Table 5.2, the average initial distortion of the actuator and wing attachment 
parts was approximately 175 µm whose effect on the performance is trivial.  
 

Table 5.1:  Dimension measurements and precisions for the fabricated transmission. 
The dimensions of A, B, C, and D in Fig. 5.5 were measured and compared with the 
design dimensions 

 

Dimension 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3  

Design Observed Precision Observed Precision Observed Precision 

A 8,621μm 96.87% 8,612μm 96.76% 8,705 μm 97.81% 8,900μm 

B 14,865 μm 99.1% 14,213μm 94.75% 14,065 μm 93.77% 15,000 μm 

C 215 μm 86.94% 222 μm 89.77% 220 μm 88.96% 247.3 μm 

D 24.63 μm 61.57% 27.76 μm 69.39% 27.78 μm 69.45% 40 μm 

 
Figure 5.6:  xz plane view of the fabricated transmission and frame, along  

with the out-of-plane deviation of the initial structural shape 
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5.4   Performance of fabricated transmission 

5.4.1 Evaluation of transmission performance using the static driving test 

The static performance of the transmission was evaluated by comparing 
numerical results obtained by finite element analysis and experimental results. 
Fig. 5.7 shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus for the static driving 
test while Fig. 5.8 shows the actual experimental setup. During the static driving 
test, a forced displacement ux ranging from 0 to 100 μm in intervals of 10 μm was 
applied in the x-direction via a microneedle. When the microneedle pushes (pulls) 
the actuator attachment part to give a positive (negative) ux, the wing attachment 
part produces a downward (upward) flapping motion, or a counterclockwise 
(clockwise) rotation around the y-axis.  
 

 
Figure 5.7:  Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus for the static 

driving test 

Table 5.2:  Initial distortion of the fabricated structural shape 

Chip No. Actuator attachment part 
initial distortion 

Wing attachment part 
initial distortion  

Sample 1 104.61µm 153.86µm 
Sample 2 253.90µm 236.99µm 
Sample 3 165.82µm 137.05µm 
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Figure 5.8:  Actual experimental apparatus for the static driving test 

 
The numerical problem setups representing the upward and downward flapping 

motions corresponding to the experiment are shown in Figs. 5.9(A) and (B), 
respectively. As shown here, both the y- and z-displacements uy and uz, as well as 
the prescribed x-displacement ux, should be considered as forced displacements 
in the numerical analysis according to their observations. 
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First, the effects of the forced y- and z-displacements uy and uz on the 

performance were evaluated using the numerical models shown in Fig. 5.9. In the 
models, the forced y-displacement should be evaluated because a slight in-plane 
rotation of the actuator attachment part occurs during the experimental static 
driving test, as shown in Figs. 5.10(A) and (B) for the upward and downward 
flapping motions, respectively, of sample 3.  

Additionally, the forced z-displacement should be evaluated because the 
microneedle position along the z-direction changes during the experimental static 
driving test, as shown in Figs. 5.11(A) and (B) for the upward and downward 
flapping motions, respectively, for sample 2.  

Figs. 5.10(C) and 5.11(C) show 3D views of the transmission with the 
supporting frame to demonstrate the in-plane rotation of the actuator attachment 
and the position of the microneedle along the z-direction, respectively, along with 
the positions of the actuator, the wing attachments, and the elastic hinges.  

The slight rotation gives an additional y-displacement uy at the contact area 

 
Figure 5.9:  Problem setup for the (A) upward and (B) downward flapping 

motions, where the actuator attachment is pulled and pushed, respectively. 
Blue points represent the contact points of the microneedle on the sidewall 
of the actuator attachment 
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between the microneedle and the actuator attachment, which can affect the 
flapping motion or the performance of the transmission.  

Similarly, the change in position of the microneedle in the z-direction gives an 
additional z-displacement uz at the area of contact between the microneedle and 
the actuator attachment, which can affect the flapping motion or the transmission 
performance.  

Hence, the sensitivity analysis of these additional displacements uy and uz 
should be conducted as shown in the models in Figs. 5.9(A) and (B). The forced 
displacements in these models were set to ux = 100, −50 µm ≤ uy ≤ 50 µm, and uz 

= 0 µm for the uy sensitivity analysis, and ux = 100 µm, uy = 0, and −50 µm ≤ uz 
≤ 50 µm for the uz sensitivity analysis to understand at what rate the in-plane 
rotation of the actuator attachment part and the microneedle displacement, 
respectively, affect the transmission performance. 

The sensitivities of the actuator attachment in-plane rotation and microneedle 
displacement are shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, respectively, for the upward and 
downward flapping motions. As shown in Fig. 5.12, the rate of change of the 
wingtip displacement in the z-direction was approximately 4 µm per 1 µm forced 
displacement uy. As shown in Fig. 5.13, the rate of change of the wingtip 
displacement in the z-direction was approximately 2 µm per 1 µm forced 
displacement uz.  

The forced displacement uy for the upward (downward) flapping motion 
observed in Fig. 5.10(A) (Fig. 5.10(B)) was approximately 20 µm (−30 µm), 
which reduced the magnitude of the wingtip displacement from that with uy = 0 
by 3% (10%).  

The average forced displacement uz for the upward (downward) flapping 
motion was approximately 20 µm (30 µm), as given in Table 5.3, which reduced 
the magnitude of the wingtip displacement from that with uz = 0 by 1% (2%). It 
follows from these results and discussion that the forced displacements uy and uz 
do not significantly affect the performance. Hence, they can be considered 0 in 
the ideal limit. This ideal case can be realized by avoiding needle slippage during 
the static driving test. 
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Figure 5.10:  Observations of the y-displacement for the (A) upward and (B) 

downward flapping motions, where the actuator attachment is pushed and 
pulled, respectively (C) 3D view of the transmission with the supporting 
beam showing the positions of the actuator and wing attachment parts and 
the elastic hinges  
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Figure 5.11:  Observation of the forced z-displacement for the (A) upward 

and (B) downward flapping motions (C) 3D view of the transmission with 
the supporting beam 
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Figure 5.12:  Sensitivity of the forced y-displacement for the upward and 

downward flapping motions 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.13:  Sensitivity of the forced z-displacement for the upward and 
downward flapping motions 

Table 5.3:  Observation of the change in the position of the needle along 
the z-direction 

Flapping motion Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Average 
Upward 41.0 μm 48.89 μm -25.92 μm 21.32 μm 

Downward 65.63 μm 27.76 μm 11.10 μm 34.83 μm 
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Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 show a comparison of the numerical and experimental 
results for the upward and downward flapping motions, respectively, of the 
transmission.  

Figs. 5.14(A) and 5.15(A) show the static deformation of the transmission in 
the finite element analysis using Figs. 5.9(A) and (B), respectively, with the 
forced displacements set as ux = −100 μm, uy = 20 μm, and uz = 20 μm for the 
former case and ux = 100 μm, uy = −30 μm, and uz = 30 μm for the latter, as per 
the above discussion. 

Figs. 5.14(B) and 5.15(B) show the static deformation of the transmission 
during the corresponding experimental static driving test, where the prescribed 
displacements of ux = −100 μm and ux = 100 μm, respectively, were applied quasi-
statically using the microneedle, whose x-motion was controlled by the precision 
stage as shown in Fig. 5.7.  

Figs. 5.14(C) and 5.15(C) show comparisons of the experimental and 
numerical results for the displacement of the wing attachment tip against the 
frame for the upward and downward flapping motions, respectively. As shown in 
these figures, maximum errors of approximately 6% and 13% between the 
experimental and numerical results occurred at the respective forced 
displacements of ux = −100 and 100 μm. 

Finally, the ability of the proposed transmission to produce the necessary stroke 
angle without any assistance from the mass inertial effect is presented. The stroke 
angle was evaluated to be approximately 30° from both the experimental and 
numerical results of the static driving tests for the considered actuator setup. This 
angle is comparable to the actual observed angle in insect flapping flight. Hence, 
the proposed transmission will produce a sufficient stroke angle to achieve 
flapping flight.  

5.4.2 Effect of fabrication precision on transmission performance 

This sub-section discusses the effect of the precision of various parts of the 
transmission on the transmission performance using the finite element method, 
building on the previous discussion of these precisions in Section 5.3.1. The 
design and observed dimensions of the transmission are taken from Table 5.1. 
The forced displacements in Figs. 5.9(A) and (B) were set according to the earlier 
discussion, i.e., ux = −100 μm, uy = 20 μm, and uz = 20 μm for the upward flapping 
motion, and ux = 100 μm, uy = −30 μm, and uz = 30 μm for the downward flapping 
motion. 
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(A) 

 
(B) 

 
(C) 

 
Figure 5.14:  Static deformation of the transmission for upward flapping with 

the above written forced displacement obtained (A) by finite element 
analysis and (B) in the corresponding experiment (C) Experimental and 
numerical displacements of the wing attachment tip against the frame 
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(A) 

 
(B) 

 
(C) 

 
Figure 5.15:  Static deformation of the transmission for downward flapping 

with the above written forced displacement obtained by (A) finite element 
analysis and (B) in the corresponding experiment (C) Experimental and 
numerical displacements of the wing attachment tip against the frame 
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First, only the in-plane dimensions were changed following the observed 

values, with the out-of-plane dimensions kept fixed at the design values. Table 
5.4 shows the effect of this change on the performance of the upward and 
downward flapping motions. As shown in this table, the average effect of the in-
plane precision on the performance was approximately 3%. 

Next, the effect of the thickness on the transmission performance was evaluated. 
In this analysis, only the gap between the hinges was varied, with the other 
dimensions remaining fixed at the design values. As shown in Fig. 5.16, the 
average effect of the total thickness precision on the performance was 
approximately 4%. Fig. 5.17 shows the effect of the change of the elastic hinge 
thickness on the performance for the upward and downward flapping motions, 
with the thickness varying from 25 to 40 μm.  

The lower bound of this range was selected as the lowest value observed in 
sample 1, and the upper bound was set as the design value. This parametric study 
is presented here because the elastic hinge thickness is considered a critical design 
parameter. The average effect of the elastic hinge thickness precision on the 
performance was approximately 5%. The average cumulative effect of all of the 
precisions on the performance was approximately 10–12%. These results indicate 
that deviations in the dimensions from the design value do not significantly affect 
the performance. 
 
 
Table 5.4:  Effect of changes of the in-plane dimensions on the error in the 

upward and downward flapping displacements 
 Wing tip displacement [µm] 

Upward flapping (error) Downward flapping (error) 

Sample 1 1541 (3.45%) -1163 (2.70%) 
Sample 2 1519 (4.82%) -1151 (3.72%) 
Sample 3 1560 (2.22) -1180 (1.24%) 
Design 1596 (base) -1195 (base) 
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Figure 5.16:  Upward and downward wing displacements plotted against the 

total thickness 
 
 

 
Figure 5.17:  Upward and downward wing displacements plotted against the 

hinge thickness 
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5.5   Conclusion 

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of polymer micromachining for the 
development of 2.5-dimensional FWNAVs, the proposed transmission of the first 
prototype has been developed. The novelty of this research is the ability to 
fabricate the complete 2.5-dimensional structure using standard microfabrication 
techniques including etching, photolithography, deposition, and curing without 
any post-assembly. The stroke angle of the proposed transmission is 
approximately 30° without any assistance from the resonance and the mass 
inertial effect. This stroke angle is comparable with that of actual insects during 
flapping flight. The overall average precision order of the fabricated transmission 
was approximately 75% in agreement with the representative dimensions. During 
the static driving test, the cumulative maximum error between the experimental 
and numerical results is about 10–12%, which is equivalent to the overall 
precision’s effect on performance. Errors in the forced displacements uy and uz do 
not significantly affect the performance. The errors observed between 
experimental and numerical results due to minor errors during fabrication and 
static driving tests were negligible, and they can be reduced significantly with 
some care during experiments. It follows from these results that the polymer 
micromachining is feasible for developing mm size prototype because dimension 
and performance error between design and fabricated prototype is trivial. Thus, 
10mm flyable FWNAV can be developed using polymer micromachining 
discussed here. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 
The main objective of this thesis was to design and develop an insect-inspired 

flapping-wing nano air vehicle (FWNAV), a complete 2.5-dimensional structure 
using polymer micromachining, and an iterative design window search 
methodology. In order to develop FWNAV, its main components: micro 
transmission with support frame and micro wings are designed and developed. In 
essence, this work is to determine to development of FWNAV and evaluation of 
its computational flight performance using the nonlinear dynamic and fluid-
structure interaction (FSI) analyses.  

In this thesis work, the following sub-objectives were proposed to achieve the 
main objective: 

1. Design of a 2.5-dimensional micro transmission with a support frame to 
convert the translational displacement from the bimorph actuator into rotation 
displacement using nonlinear static structural analysis such that micro 
transmission should not break during fabrication and actual working. Evaluate 
the flapping performance for quasi-static actuation of the proposed 
transmission, demonstrated in Chapter 2.  

2. An iterative design window (DW) search method should be proposed for 
accompanying the change in design problems which is the essential 
characteristic of 2.5-dimensional FWNAV. In order to obtain the DW for 
FWNAVs that satisfy all the necessary design requirements (DRs) like large 
stroke angle, and safely flap, using the above-mentioned method, sub-design 
windows should be searched. Firstly, DW should be searched for the mass of 
the micro wing which can be supported by micro transmission considering an 
inertial effect, and secondly, DW should be searched for miniaturizing the 
FWNAV (micro wing + micro transmission) using nonlinear structural 
dynamic analysis, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

3. Computation flight performance of the FWNAVs should be evaluated using 
nonlinear structural dynamic and fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analyses. 
Flight performance should be further optimized by designing the wing 

6 
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membrane thickness for large stroke angle and high flapping frequency using 
FSI analyses, as described in Chapter 4.  

4. In order to fabricate the designed FWNAVs, the feasibility of polymer 
micromachining should be demonstrated. Micro transmission can be 
fabricated using polymer micromachining as a demonstration since 
transmission is a key and central component of FWNAV, discussed in Chapter 
5. 

These sub-objectives have been achieved to meet the aim of this thesis work. 
The following are the details. 

In Chapter 2, A one wing transmission, whose functionality is based on 
geometrically nonlinear bending, was proposed in this study, and its design allows 
further miniaturization for use in FWNAVs. The novelty of this research is (1) the 
introduction of an elastic hinge in the design; (2) a transmission mechanism based 
on geometrically nonlinear bending deformation, in which a small translational 
displacement produces large rotational displacement; and (3) the ability to 
fabricate the complete 2.5-dimensional structure using standard microfabrication 
techniques including etching, photolithography, deposition, and curing without 
any post-assembly. The proposed transmission will increase the fabrication 
stability during polymer micromachining because of the absence of a hollow 
structure for sensitive layers.  

The stroke angle of the proposed transmission is approximately 30° without 
any assistance from the resonance and the mass inertial effect. This stroke angle 
is comparable with that of actual insects during flapping flight. In this design, the 
maximum von Mises stress during the flapping motion was only 18% of the 
breaking strength of the PI sheet. Therefore, there is little chance of failure during 
transmission operation.  
 It follows from these results that the proposed transmission can enable the 
further miniaturization of FWNAVs because no post-assembly is required. 

In Chapter 3, an iterative design window search methodology has been 
proposed using the nonlinear dynamic simulation and found the DW of the micro 
transmission as well as the FWNAV that satisfies the nonlinear and unsteady DRs 
conflicting with each other simultaneously. Each design solution in the DW shows 
a large stroke angle, which is comparable to that of the small flies, and it has a 
sufficient fatigue life.  

DW search of transmission shows that it produces a stroke angle of about 50° 
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with a fatigue life of about 103–107 cycles for the flapping frequency of 100–150 
Hz whereas the DW search on FWNAV indicates that it produces a stroke angle 
of about 90° with a fatigue life of about 103–104 cycles for the flapping frequency 
100–125 Hz. The micro wing with a mass up to 5.3 mg can be supported by this 
transmission at the flapping frequency equivalent to the small flies. The proposed 
DW search results can miniaturize the FWNAV down to 10 mm.  

The DW search on available piezoelectric bimorph actuator and length of 10 
mm indicates that a voltage of range 300–460V is required to produce a constant 
vibration amplitude. In future work, we will develop the FWNAV based on the 
proposed DW using polymer micromachining. This is highly possible because of 
a 2.5-dimensional structure as already demonstrated in the previous chapter. 
Hence, this study will contribute to the further miniaturization of FWNAVs.  

In Chapter 4, the flight simulation and performance of the first prototype and 
miniaturized design of polymer micromachined FWNAV which is based on 
iterative design window search results have been demonstrated using the two 
distinguish computational methods which include nonlinear dynamic and FSI 
analyses. The nonlinear dynamic analysis has been done with a complete 
FWNAV design whereas FSI analyses have been processed with micro wing only, 
to avoid the computational complexity associated with the FSI analysis of 
FWNAV. However, it was observed that the FSI analysis result with a micro wing 
is almost similar to the nonlinear dynamic analysis result of FWNAV, and using 
this one can conclude that the above-mentioned statement is correct.  

The flight performance of the first prototype has shown a small mean 
feathering angle and low lift force because of the small stroke angle and low 
flapping frequency. Flight performance of miniaturized FWNAV design indicates 
good feathering angle and promising lift force to support their weight due to large 
stroke angle and high flapping frequency. It has been observed that the mean lift 
force of miniaturized design is about 10 times that of the first prototype.  

Wing membrane thickness of 10μm would be preferable for large stroke angles 
and high flapping frequency. Optimization of flight performance indicates that 
the mean lift force is comparable to the weight of polymer micromachined 
FWNAV. Thus, this study shows promising results for miniaturization as well as 
good flight performance.  

In Chapter 5, In order to demonstrate the feasibility of polymer 
micromachining for the development of 2.5-dimensional FWNAVs, the proposed 
transmission of the first prototype has been developed. The novelty of this 
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research is the ability to fabricate the complete 2.5-dimensional structure using 
standard microfabrication techniques including etching, photolithography, 
deposition, and curing without any post-assembly.  

The stroke angle of the proposed transmission is approximately 30° without 
any assistance from the resonance and the mass inertial effect. This stroke angle 
is comparable with that of actual insects during flapping flight.  

The overall average precision order of the fabricated transmission was 
approximately 75% in agreement with the representative dimensions. During the 
static driving test, the cumulative maximum error between the experimental and 
numerical results is about 10–12%, which is equivalent to the overall precision’s 
effect on performance. Errors in the forced displacements uy and uz do not 
significantly affect the performance. The errors observed between experimental 
and numerical results due to minor errors during fabrication and static driving 
tests were negligible, and they can be reduced significantly with some care during 
experiments.  

It follows from these results that the polymer micromachining is feasible for 
developing an mm size prototype because dimension and performance error 
between the design and the fabricated prototype is trivial. Thus, 10mm flyable 
FWNAV can be developed using polymer micromachining discussed here. 

The main contributions of this thesis have been summarized below, 

One wing transmission for FWNAV has been proposed to increase the 
fabrication stability which leads to an increase in yield ratio, its flapping 
performance for quasi-static actuation indicates that it has a sufficient stroke 
angle comparable to the natural insects, shown in Chapter 2. 

The proposed iterative design window search methodology can be utilized to 
design and develop any number of FWNAVs and their further miniaturization. In 
this thesis proposed method has been demonstrated with the development of 10 
mm FWNAV, discussed in Chapter 3.  

In Chapter 4, computational methods including nonlinear dynamic and FSI 
analyses have been employed for the evaluation of the flight performance of 
FWNAVs. This study indicates that 10mm FWNAV can be able to lift off.  

The feasibility of polymer micromachining for the development of 10mm 
FWNAV has been demonstrated by fabricating transmission with a support frame 
which is a central and key component of FWNAV. This indicates that polymer 
micromachining is feasible for an mm size FWNAV, as discussed in Chapter 5. 
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It follows from these results that the 10 mm flyable FWNAV has been designed 
using an iterative design window search methodology and developed using 
polymer micromachining.  
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